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Students gathered in the WSC for an emergency meeting regarding UCLA police brutality allegations.
By Kara Becker
kbecker@ups.edu
News Writer
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HelpDesk employees call for change
By Jessica Bruce
jbruce@ups.edu
News Editor

Midnight breakfast at 10

the recent tasering of a UCLA American was tasered by
campus police five times
student.
On Nov. 14, UCLA student in seven minutes while
Mostafa Tabatabainejad was handcuffed. The event was
approached by Community captured on one student's
Service Officers in a random camera phone and shows
and routine check of student many students protesting and
I.D.s in the school's own demanding badge numbers
Powell Library. Upon refusal while being threatened by the
to show his I.D., the IranianSEE UCLA PAGE 3

Graffiti on campus is becoming an expensive and irritating problem for both Security and Facilities Services.
For the last 10 months, UPS
interior property has been hit
with graffiti tags that seem to
be done by the same single
person — the letters, SVE,
are signed each time. Security Services has been documenting and photographing
the graffiti tags and believes
that the perpetrator is a UPS
student.
The graffiti tags have followed the academic calendar.
The initial taggings occurred
during the Spring 2006 semester, but over the summer,
they were almost nonexistent. This fall semester, the
graffiti tags have resumed at
the same frequency and in the
same places as last spring.
Graffiti tags are occurring
primarily in men's restroom
stalls in the library and academic buildings, but they
have also appeared in stairwells, the mailroom and the
Fieldhouse. In some weeks
there have been three or more
graffiti tags, while in other

Employee turnover in
the Office of Information
Services has been particularly
high this semester. Amid
the resignation of former
Associate Vice President
for OIS Norman Imamshah,
the firing of one HelpDesk
student manager and the
resignation of four other
student employees, many
of the remaining HelpDesk
employees are calling for
change and wondering where
the organization is headed.
According to the students,
systemic problems have
existed in OIS for a long time
but became more apparent in
recent months. Inconsistency
in implementing policy is a
common complaint.
According to senior Andrew
Moll, a former HelpDesk
student manager who was
fired in September, the
HelpDesk consultants were
often reprimanded for helping
customers who had problems
with software that the
HelpDesk does not officially
support, particularly Mozilla
Firefox, a web browser.

Sophomore Jeff Ammons, a by OIS since before the sum- mented on these problems in
HelpDesk employee, said that mer, they say that the review his letter of resignation.
"The directive to refuse
at other times the employees process is not transparent.
According to Theresa support for Mozilla applicaare allowed to give support
for software like Firefox Duhart, the interim team tions was predicated upon the
on their own time and even leader of OIS, the testing will assumption that if I extended
reprimanded for not giving hopefully be finished before help to one person, the entire
assistance for these officially the spring semester begins so campus community would be
that faculty and staff can use requesting help with those
non-sanctioned programs.
seemingly it. Students can already use same, unsupported appli"They're
reluctant to write down policy Firefox and receive support cations," Sheppard's letter
reads. "If the entire campus
because they want to change from ResNet.
it arbitrarily," Ammons said.
When junior Chris Shepp- community did decide that
The consultants expressed and resigned from his position it wished to use the Mozilla
frustration that some of the as a student manager at the products, would not our resoftware is not supported by end of September, he comSEE OIS PAGE 2
OIS in the first place. When
customers need help with unsupported applications, the
employees must deny support, they said.
"We pretty much tell
them, 'No; go away; you're
screwed; we have no solution
for you," Moll said.
The employees commented
that this policy is frustrating
and makes it impossible to
help customers at times.
Firefox typifies this complaint, as the HelpDesk is frequently asked for help with
the browser. Firefox has
been loaded on campus lab
computers but is not supported by the HelpDesk. Though
ASUPS PHOTOSERVIii
L WICKS
employees have been told
that Firefox is under review Sophomore Jordan Barber works at the HelpDesk in the library.
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Facilities VP leaves
for job in ministry

sponsibility, as a University computers beyond a single
The students requested that
organization, be to change use session.
the administrators respond
Duhart said that the student formally in a letter to the
our policies in order to meet
the needs of the campus?"
consultants are trusted and employees which would
According to Duhart, that they provided valuable describe changes that would
technology standards are put assistance to her when she be made in the HelpDesk By Lan Nguyen
years, previously coming from
in place for the benefit of the and the HelpDesk manager office. When no letter came,
Washington State University
campus.
presented an award-winning the students and administrators inguyen@ups.edu
in Pullman. Facilities Services
"I think the supported paper in November for the had another meeting on Nov. News Writer
oversees the campus' land
software standards work Association of Computing 1. According to Ammons and
and buildings and provides
well because we receive bulk Machinery Special Interest Lindley, the second meeting
Craig Benjamin has brought support for different functions
discounts from vendors on Group on University and was more positive, but the more to UPS than just on campus, from sports games
supported software, and we College Computing Services students have still not received fulfilling his job as Associate to meetings.
can train faculty and staff and Conference.
the letter they requested.
"Craig has brought a lot of
Vice President for Facilities
provide them with support
"Our student staff was lifted
"We listened well, and we Services for the last five coaching and encouragement
from OIS," Duhart said. "We up throughout the paper, also clarified some issues," years. He's brought unity and to our dept. and really helped
have to stay on top of emerging and they played a central Duhart said. "We clarified a positive attitude to his co- bring our department together
technologies and ensure that part in the preparation of the some roles and how we support workers and students.
in a very positive way,"
we provide a stable desktop presentation," Duhart said.
customers and software. We
Benjamin resigned from his Administration Supervisor
and network environment for
The employees' concerns respect our student staff, and position in Facilities Services for Facilities Services Patti
the campus community."
came to a head when Moll we will continue to listen to on Nov. 27. He will continue McQuade said. "We've
Several students was fired in October.
them and provide them any to fulfill his duties until Jan. grown a lot with his help and
commented that these issues
"He was probably the most clarification if necessary."
12. Benjamin has accepted support. We're going to miss
were symptomatic of OIS's computer savvy guy we had,"
The
termination
of a newly created senior level him a lot."
"corporate" attitude.
Lindley said.
Imamshah's employment ministerial position with
McQuade went on to
"It's the attitude that we're
According to Moll, he had was announced on Nov. 14, Southwest Church of Christ mention that Benjamin
a corporation rather than a one incident in his personnel effective immediately. The in Tigard, Ore., where he brought to the department a
provider of a service to the file — as a freshman, he had students are curious about will lead the L.I.F.E. Group number of training programs
campus community," said slept through work once.
Imamshah's resignation and ministry.
such as "Who Moved My
sophomore Erick Peirson, a
"I think that's why the concerned that the situation
According
Vice Cheese," which, is a program
to
former HelpDesk consultant situation unsettled so many, might not improve with him President for Finance and on accepting change. She said
who resigned this semester.
including myself," Moll said. gone.
Administration Sherry he's taught Facilities Services
The students also complain
Moll was told that he was
"[Our supervisors] are good Mondou, Benjamin described to work together.
that employee roles are not fired for insubordination, he friends, so there is no one we this as a unique opportunity to
"He's been a great person to
always clear. In the summer said.
can talk to now with Norman use his management, training work with," she said. "I was
of 2005, a full-time
gone," Ammons said.
and motivational skills while very sad that he'd be leaving
HelpDesk Desktop
Duhart would not developing curriculum, our department because I've
Support Specialist was
"We pretty much tell them, 'No; go comment on Imam- teaching, preaching and been here for nine years and
hired, and his role has away; you're screwed; we have no shah's resignation but engaging in the broader he was hired after I started, I
been ambiguous to solution for you."'
said that the mission of ministries of the church.
was involved in the interview.
the student employOIS will not change.
Benjamin and his wife, He's brought some great tools
ees. Though the OIS
"Our vision will con- Jayne, are excited about this to the department."
—Andrew Moll
organization chart
tinue, and we will carry opportunity and to move
Lan Nguyen wants Craig's job.
Former HelpDesk Student Manager
showed the Desktop
out the strategic plans closer to their son and his
Support Specialist to
set forth by the Technol- family and other relatives
Reminder:
rank at the same level
ogy Planning Group," who live in or near Tigard.
of the student managers, the
He said he frequently Duhart said. "Our mission
Benjamin has run Facilities
Campus power out
students said he has gained voiced concerns, and other hasn't changed. We're just Services' department of about
Dec. 22 - Dec. 3o
more authority.
employees would continue to trying to make sure we have 92 people for the last five
"We were all told that argue his points.
standards and policies in
[the Specialist] is a desktop
"Maybe I got the brunt of place to help our customers
specialist and that he is a the ire because I launched with our limited resources in
resource for us," Ammons those discussions," Moll said. a way that makes sense to the
said. "But at some point,
Shortly
following
the campus community."
he started managing and termination of Moll's
Moll is particularly puzzled
disciplining us."
employment, four HelpDesk by Imamshah's termination.
Justin Davis, who served on student employees resigned. Moll had filed a sexual
1095 Wheelock Student Center
the hiring committee for the Sheppard and one other were harassment report with his
Tacoma, WA 98416-1095
Specialist, agreed.
also student managers, while supervisor. The day before he
253-879-3197 (main & ads) • 253-879-3661 (fax)
"Approaching summer Peirson and one other were was fired, Moll was told by his
thetrailnewspaper.com • trail@ups.edu
2006, I got the impression at the second highest level as supervisor that she had "dealt
that the Desktop Support technology consultants.
with the complaint," he said.
Editorial Board
Specialist position was being
"It wasn't retaliatory," Moll said he later found out
changed to incorporate more Peirson said of his decision to that Imamshah was not aware
Executive Editors
trail@ups.edu
supervisory tasks," Davis said. resign. "[Moll's termination] of the sexual harassment
"Originally, this position had was like the last straw. It was a complaint. Now, with
Editor in Chief Brandon Lueken
none (which was clear to all sign of a systemic problem." Imamshah no longer working
Co Managing Editors Katie Azarow, Chelsea Taylor
returning HelpDesk student
Of the 16 students who for OIS, the responsibility of
Advertisements
trailads@ups.edu
staff of the 05-06 school remain as consultants, eight dealing with the complaint is
Business
&
Advertising
Manager
Helen Macdonald
year), except to be a good have begun to engage the in the hands of Duhart.
Photo
Services
photoservices@ups.edu
example of technical support administration in discussion
"I have not pursued the
General Manager Nick Kiest
regarding their complaints.
and customer service."
sexual harassment complaint,
When the students met with
"We wanted to opean a but it has become central to
Photo Editor Paul Wicks
administrators to address dialogue about what needed the question of whether or
News
trailnews@ups.edu
their complaints, they were to be fixed," Ammons said.
not my firing was justified
Editor Jessica Bruce
told that the Specialist was
The students have three main and ethical," Moll said. "I'm
Assistant Editors Yujung Choi, Lauren Foster
their supervisor and that that goals: visible documentation continuing to wonder about
Copy Editor Maddy Ryen
had always been the case, on organizational policy and [Imamshah's] termination. I
Opinions
trailops@ups.edu
according to Ammons and staff roles; more input on am puzzled as to whether he
Walker Lindley, a junior who what software is supported decided to resign or had been
Co Editors Russell Howe, Chris Van Vechten
was hired as a HelpDesk and how much can be done encouraged to. I feel like I
Copy Editor Megan Dill-McFarland
consultant in mid-September. to support other software; and have no hope for vindicating
Features
trailfeatures@ups.edu
"I'm not sure where the better communication, trust my dispute now."
Layout
Editor
Cara
Munson
disconnect came in," Duhart and vision.
The students continue to
Content Editor Keith Gordon
The students expressed wait for change and the letter
said. "[The] job description
Arts & Entertainment
trailae@ups.edu
was always to provide backup dissatisfaction about how they requested.
"OIS needs to be fixed in a
support to the Help Desk their concerns were treated in
Co Editors Mark Delbrueck, Kevin Nguyen
Manager, and several student their first of two meetings with systemic way," Peirson said.
Copy Editor Kara Becker
staff consultants served on administrators. According "They don't have to rebuild
trailheyyou@ups.edu
Combat Zone
the interview panel. At our to Ammons, though staff everything, but they need to
Hey
You's
&
Combat
Zone
Editor
Nicole Liuzzi
meetings with students, we meetings typically last about take a look at their goals and
Hey
You's
&
Features
Copy
Editor
Betsy Walker
20 minutes, this meeting address what's going on. If
clarified the roles of [staff]."
Cartoonists
Elliot
Trotter,
Aaron
Lynch
Moreover, the consultants lasted two and a half hours.
they looked at OIS's goals
"We felt like they were trying as a department with an open
said they feel that they are not
upstrailsports@gmail.com
Sports
trusted by their superiors. A to filibuster us," Ammons mind they would see a lot of
Editor Will Holden
program called Deep Freeze said. "The first hour and 20 barriers to those goals."
Assistant Editor Joe Engler
is loaded on their computers, minutes were used to discuss Jessica Bruce worships Google.
Copy Editor Liz McGourty
which renders it impossible issues unrelated to our request
David Droge
Trail
Faculty Advisor
for them to change their to address the problem."
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`Elements' seeks media org perks
By Darin Leedy
dleedy@ups.edu

News Writer
Elements,
a
student
published science magazine,
would like the higher budget
and access to other tools
given to UPS media but is
being prevented by an ASUPS
rule stating that any student
organization wishing to
become a media must first be
a club for at least three years.
According to managing
editor Nick Kiest, Elements
has published two issues
and, because it publishes
a magazine, ought to have
access to media resources.
"I think certain things are
a media, not a club," Kiest
said.
UPS media like The Trail,
Crosscurrents and Photo
Services have access to a
bigger budget and to office
space and technology that
clubs do not have.
According
to
Marta
Palmquist, Director of Student
Activities, the ASUPS by-law
that requires a club to support
itself for three years before
becoming a media was put

in place to make sure that
new media will be a good
investment.
"We've
had
other
organizations become media
more quickly maybe than they
should have," Palmquist said.
She referred to an incident
about five years ago when the
club Praxis Imago became
a media group, only to see a
decline in student interest.
The three-year waiting period
is designed to ensure that
a club can sustain student
interest.
Elements magazine takes
issue with the rule because no
other school media has ever
had to wait three years before
being granted media status.
Elements is the first club
since Praxis Imago to wish to
become a media. As such, it
is the first club to be subject
to the three-year rule.
According to editor in chief
Marissa Jones, Elements was
started in fall 2005. The club
has a staff of about 21 people
and has published two issues.
She said that the magazine
has been relying on Kiest's
personal computers and software. However, recently,
Media Board has created a

Darin Leedy's favorite
element is love.
CONT. FROM PAGE 1

GRAFFITI
weeks there have been none.
On the night of Nov. 29 alone,
there were three tags— one
in the fieldhouse, one in the
Wyatt stairwell and one in the
library.
The graffiti tags do not appear to be obscene or graphic
in content. They typically
consist of the letters SVE and
some abstract shapes or pictures that are difficult to understand.
"The graffiti tags aren't always clear and are inconsistent, other than the signature,"
Director of Security Services
Todd Badham said.
Facilities Services tries to
clean up the graffiti tags as
soon as possible.
"The longer we leave it, the
worse it gets," John Stewart,
Facilities Services Maintenance Supervisor said. "The
worse it gets, the more complaints we receive."
Facilities personnel have
spent over one hundred hours
of labor repainting and refinishing the many walls, restroom stalls, and toilets that
the graffiti has damaged, and
this time commitment is becoming a problem for maintenance staff.
"The amount of hours spent
on cleaning graffiti is hurting our ability to clean other
things and to keep up with our
daily duties," Stewart said.

system for clubs to be able
to use Media computers with
permission.
"We pretty much have
what we need to produce the
magazine," she said. "Right
now we don't really need to
become a media."
What worries her is that
Elements will not be able to
sustain itself long enough to
be eligible for media status.
According to Jones, the main
problem with being a club
instead of a media is the
lack of funding. Currently,
ASUPS provides about half
of their money, the other
half coming from ads and
department donations.
"It's really hard to support
yourself for three years,"
Jones said.
There are currently six UPS
media groups: The Trail,
Crosscurrents, Tamanawas,
Photo Services, KUPS and
Praxis Imago. These groups
get a much larger budget from
ASUPS than clubs do, as
well as the right to pay their
participants and access to
computer equipment, cameras
and software.

PHOTO COURTESY OF TODD A. BADHAM

Graffiti was found in the Wyatt first floor men's bathroom on Nov. 2.

The maintenance department only has two campus
painters for the 1.4 million
square foot campus. They
have had to repaint some places, like the men's restroom in
the basement of the library,
multiple times.
"I've been here 20 years,
and it's the worst we've had
consistently," Stewart said.
Security Services is also
disrupted by the graffiti. Each
time it is reported they have to
investigate, photograph and
document it. This takes away

ATTENTION COLLEGE
GRADUATES
GET THE FACTS ON A
REAL ESTATE CAREER
Visit
www. WantToGetHired. corn
John L. Scott UPL

from their time to patrol the
campus.
"It has gotten to the point
where it's out of control,"
Badham said. "It is causing
an unnecessary drain on
resources."
Security has reported the
problem to the Tacoma Police
Department. In the past, TPD
graffiti expertise has assisted
UPS in finding perpetrators.
The graffiti is typically
done with fat-tipped Sharpie
markers. In the bookstore,
the sale of these markers is
now restricted to behind the
counter in an attempt to stop
assisting the graffitist. This
measure, however, has done
little to lessen the frequency
of graffiti tags.
Students
with
any
information regarding the
graffiti are encouraged to share
it with Security Services.
"We need extra eyes and ears
to help identify this person,"
Badham said. "We hope that
it will appeal to people's sense
of school pride and that they
will be appalled and upset that
this is happening."
Johanna Wallner didn't do it.
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UCLA

CONT. FROM PAGE

campu s pol ice. Tabatabainejad
was eventually dragged out
by officers after repeated
explanations by the student
that he had a medical
condition and he was not
resisting arrest. Some believe
the incident is an example of
racial profiling.
SDS members distributed
flyers on campus and sent out
an email describing the event
with a link to a YouTube video
of the event.
At the meeting, sophomore
Jenny Wrobel said that
SDSfelt it was important to
draw attention to the issue,
and that the biggest part about
it for SDS was breaking down
apathy on campus. Senior
Nicki Vance read the police
report filed by UCLA police
on the incident, and student
Charlie Bevis gave a personal
statement about the issue.
Students discussed the
incident and expressed their
outrage for nearly an hour and
broke off into three groups.
One group looked at personal
rights education for students on
campus, while another planned
a protest and march. The third
drafted a letter of support
for UCLA students, which
President Ronald Thomas will
be asked sign. The education
group plans to hold a "Know
Your Rights" workshop week
in the spring, showing video
clips and discussing common
misconceptions about what is
legally allowed by police in
times of confrontation.
The protest and march were
held Dec. 7 in front of the
SUB and moved downtown to
the Tacoma Courthouse.
Sophomore SDS member
Patrick Edelbacher explained
the theme of the protest.
"It was originally planned in
response to the UCLA incident,
then broadened to the theme
of ending police brutality after
assessing all of the recent
events going on across the
country," Edelbacher said.
These instances include
the use of batons and pepper
spray on students at a UC
Santa Cruz demonstration, the
punching anad macing of a
handcuffed man by the NYPD
and the ongoing torture of

1

prisoners in Guantanamo Bay,
Cuba. Los Angeles has also
recorded several incidents
of police brutality within the
last month, in addition to the
UCLA tasering.
On Nov. 30, the ASUPS
Senate unanimously passed
a resolution in support of
UCLA student organizations
demanding change on the
campus. The resolution
supports UCLA's student
demands that the offending
officers be suspended in
response to two independent
investigations sanctioned by
UCLA's Acting Chancellor
Norman Abrams and UCLA
students. The resolution also
seeks to c larify the expectations
of UPS's own security officers
to ensure that nothing like this
happens at UPS.
Faculty senate advisor and
non-voting member Rich
Anderson-Connolly felt
strongly about the resolution.
"Civil liberties, as they exist
in laws or the constitution,
don't enforce themselves,"
Anderson-Connolly said.
"The resolution by the ASUPS
Senate strengthens a culture
that believes in protecting
rights, especially the rights of
individuals from vulnerable
groups."
Senior Andrew Moll put the
resolution together. He was
joined before the Senate by
Edelbacher, Wrobel, Vance
and sophomore Liam Rosen.
Moll said the need to pass the
resolution immediately.
"I just realized that slowly
working towards Ron Thom
signing a letter is a relevance
issue since it will have already
been two months in," Moll
said. "Since the letter is such
a symbolic thing and this was
the last senate meeting of the
semester, I felt that something
needed to be done sooner."
The resolution is the first
regarding the incident
to be passed by a student
government in the nation.
"The most important effect
of this situation might not be
addressing the UCLA incident
but showing that even students
have agency and the ability to
mobilize," said Moll.
Kara Becker lost her I.D.

Security Report
Security staff responded to, or received reports of, the
following incidents on campus between Nov. 30, 2006
and Dec. 4, 2006:

Security staff responded to a fight between several
students on the lawn between two fraternity houses on
Union Avenue. The altercation occurred after a scheduled
function at one of the houses let out.
A student reported his bicycle was stolen from the
breezeway between Schiff and Harrington Halls. The
bicycle was secured with a cable lock.
Security contacted a non-student who previously was
banned from campus. Tacoma Police responded and
escorted the individual off campus.
Important Crime Prevention Information for the
Semester Break:

If you have a bicycle on campus, do not leave it secured
outside. Take it home with you or secure it in your room
or house.
Parking: All vehicles left on campus over the break
must be registered with the Security office and parked in
the Wheelock Student Center lot. THIS IS CRITICAL.
Call Security Services at X3311 for more information about
this service.
RESIDENTIAL SECURITY: It is highly recommended
that you take your valuables home with you if at all possible.
Last year we learned of several burglaries to student rental
houses off-campus. Take steps to protect your property.
Courtesy of Todd A. Badham
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Winter areal

He lout

When Misspelhngs Meet Stup

"HEY YOU," professors,
"HEY YOU," Combat Zone,
didn't anyone tell you that it's don't steal gift ideas from Click
not very nice to give a final test and Clack.
and expect us to write a final
paper? How rude!
"HEY YOU," hubby, I still
haven't found what I'm looking
"HEY YOU," midnight for.
breakfast, why are you
not happening at midnight
"HEY YOU," have a fabulous
anymore?
break! I will be dreaming of your
hot soccer bod!
"HEY
YOU,"
men's
basketball, why are you all so
"HEY YOU," who punched
frickin' hot?
a hole in our wall ... pay
up or prepare to face the
"HEY YOU," snow, come consequences.
back to us now! Pretty please!
"HEY YOU," fake Fro Yo
machine, suck it!
"HEY YOU," are you a cabin
boy? Because I want to drop
your anchor, raise your mast and
swab your poop deck.
"HEY YOU," Hayballer, do
not question those in charge
of the waterage of the grass,
else you may get wet yourself!
Signed, Sprinkler Guru

"HEY YOU," Jew, your name
is not spelled with a "K".
"HEY YOU," cute café girl,
if I told you you were beautiful,
would you date me on the
regular?
"HEY YOU," professors.
You're pretty much amazing, but
for future reference: Since we
only get snow for approximately
three days every five years, it's
ok to give us those snow days
off.

SuDoku Rules:

The objective of the game is to fill all the blank squares in a game
with the correct numbers. There are three very simple constraints to
follow. In a 9 by 9 square:
1. Every row must include all digits 1 through 9 in any order.
Every column must include all digits 1 through 9 in any order.
Every 3 by 3 subsection of the 9 by 9 square must include all
digits 1 through 9.

Good Luck!

1

6 3

9 4

7

9

"HEY YOU," security guard
who bought cocoa for the lost
man, you are so cute and sweet!
"HEY YOU," mustache, why
don't you waddle over here so I
can run my fingers through your
stache
"HEY YOU," b-ball player in
physics, look my way!

6 5
5

6

5 4 2
1
6

9

8
3
2 1 4

2 1
8

"HEY YOU," buy
Tamanawas!
"HEY YOU," caffeine, c 'mere
baby!

8

3 9

7 6

2

COURTESY OF WWW.4PUZ.COM

CLASSIFIEDS
POLICY
The Trail shall not be held liable
for the content or accuracy of its
Hey You ads. The opinions of the
"Hey You" ads do not represent the
opinions of The Trail or The Trail
Staff. No paid members of The
Trail editorial staff may submit "Hey
You" ads. No personal names are
allowed in the "Hey You" ads. The
Trail reserves the right to modify or
discontinue any and all parts of the
ad, and without notice. The reader
agrees not to use the The Trail's
"Hey You" ad section to create
damaging, unlawful, harmful or
threatening content; commit libel or
false accusations; be false, inaccurate
or misleading; or discriminate in any
way shape or form. Although The
Trail strives to accurately portray
each reader's classified or "Hey You"
ad, providing a service for the UPS
community, The Trail always has the
final say in the final copy of the "Hey
You" ad section.

To submit a "Hey You" ad,
email:

trailheyyou@ups.edu

Northwest Kinetics, a clinical research facility in
the Northwest, is conducting an investigational
research study that you may qualify for!

Healthy Adults
Ages 18-60?
Non —Smoker?
Height/Weight Proportionate?
Not taking prescription meds?
Available for 3,2-night stays and 10 outpatient visits?
Receive up to $1,550 for time and travel

Call a recruiter for an appointment!
877-NWSTUDY or 253.779.8815

For more details or to register online: www.nwkinetics.com

NOTMESTIONETICS
linking research

To

people

Announcing the Writing Excellence Awards

"HEY YOU," donate your old
dresses to Cinderella's Closet!
"HEY YOU," oye usted, usted
es demasiado hermosa para mi.

re you Healthy?

Prizes of $250.00 will be awarded in 6 categories
to nine student winners. Any paper submitted for
a single course takken at Puget Sound in Spring,
Summer, or Fall of 2006 is eligible. Entry forms are
available in the The Center for Writing, Learning,
and Teaching (Howarth 105/109) and on the website
at www.ups.edu/CWL/writingexcellence.htm.
Deadline: 5:00 p.m. Wednesday, February 7, 2007

Become a
Student Leader!
Be a leader, make a difference...
Come join the team.

FREE

Birth Control
for One Year!
at Planned
Parenthood
Services include:
Annual exam and
counseling
Birth control pills, IUD,
foam, the shot, vaginal
ring, diaphragm, condoms,
the patch
Emergency contraception
Call to see
if you qualify.
Everything
is confidential.

Residence Life Staff Applications
due on February 2"
Passages Applications due Feb. 19 th
Perspectives Applications
due April rd
Applications now available
in the Student Affairs House
( 3209 North 1 5 th, across from Security)

FP Planned Parenthood 1-800-230-PLAN
Questions? Contact Student Affairs
House at x3317
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Racy scholarship creates plethora of debate
By Russell Howe

rhowe@ups.edu
Opinions Editor
Oh no, there
goes the dorm.
Just when you
thought that colleges were the last bastion
of liberal-minded thinking,
a rabble-rousing group
from Boston University's
College Republicans created a scholarship for Caucasians only—or at least,
anybody who is 25 percent
Caucasian. The scholarship is worth only 250 dollars—barely enough to buy
books for one quarter—but
that has not stopped the
outrage over this scholarship.
Like many I suspect, just
hearing about this scholarship made me do a doubletake. I mean, setting aside
money for Caucasians? It
just sounds wrong. Honestly, we all know that
"Caucasian" is just code
for "white," making this
scholarship superficially
sound like a call-to-arms
for white supremacy.
Surely it is wrong to give
money to some kid just because they're white.
Strangely enough, the
creators of the scholarship
might agree. The scholarship itself states ' that
the purpose is not to give
money to white kids, but
to start a discussion about
basing scholarships on
ethnicity. (I'm not going
to use the term "race," because after several classes
discussing this term I have
absolutely no idea what it
actually means, and I'm
not sure anyone else does
either.)
The real argument of this
scholarship is that ethnicity is a crummy thing to
base scholarships on. Now
there's something I might
agree with. Grades, aptitude tests, financial need,
a damn good essay—these
sound like reasons to give
someone money. But ethnicity? This sounds a little suspicious to me. Quite
frankly, there isn't one ethnic group out there whose
members all deserve and
need money for college.
Stereotypes to the contrary,
there are plenty of smart
African Americans, rich
Latinos and poor whites.
So to assume that because
a person is a minority they
need money is rather insulting to them (although
they'll still take the money;
they aren't idiots).
However, scholarships
aren't just about need. After all, don't people have
a right to give their money to anyone they want?
There's nothing inherently
wrong in wanting to help
out members of your own
ethnic group. The only
problem is that this road
is perched over a slippery

slope and lined
with
butter.
Giving only to
minorities
is
great;
giving
only to whites
smacks of racism.
We all know
this is because giving to
whites has been, and still
is, used as a way to exclude
minorties. Minority scholarships are seen as a way to
combat this racism. But all
the good intentions in the
world don't make it right.
If African American scholarships and Asian scholarships are okay, there is no
logical reason Caucasian
scholarships shouldn't be
accepted as well.
I know there are complex
arguments about battling
racism and creating a level
playing ground for minorities, but the plain fact of
the matter is that we are
letting one group of people
do something and not letting another group do it,
based purely on ethnicity.
Any way you slice it, that's

unfair.
I already know what
you're thinking. You're
thinking, "Well Russell,
maybe it's unfair that
American society is totally
prejudiced against minorities and that whites have it
a lot easier; that the president and vice-president are
always white, maybe that's
unfair!" I agree. That is
also unfair. However, I'm
not so sure that the two
cancel each other out.
Why should scholarships
be the place where racism
is accounted for? If we
have to make up for the
easier time whites have in
U.S. society, why only target college students? This
seems as arbitrary as saying
that Caucasians shouldn't
be allowed to use supermarket coupons because
they make more money, on
average. We don't use ethnicity in pricing our food,
so why are we using it to
price higher education?
I realize that we have to
start somewhere to combat
lower education and employment rates of minorities. But I would suggest
that linking scholarships to
ethnicity isn't so much a
solution, as it is a stopgap
measure to hide the poor
education many minorties
recieve before college.
I approve of the intent of
this scholarship for Caucasians — not because I
think we need more white
scholarships, but because it
points out some very troubling inbalances within the
scholarship system and
within society itself. Yes,
racism exists, but we are
fools to think that ethnic
scholarships in any way
makes things right.
Russell Howe, regardless
of race, does not deserve a
scholarship of any type.

By Seth B. Doherty
sdoherty @ups.edu
Opinions Writer

"Nordic Grant"
for "Nordic students (Danish,
Finnish, Icelandic, Norwegian,
Swedish) living
on campus." Unless somehow
you think Finland
is too far from the Caucasus
Mountains to consider Finnish students "Caucasian," this
is a clear example of a grant
benefiting students who
would racially fit nicely into
BUCR's scholarship.
Of course, PLU with its
strong Nordic ties believes
it benefits from having Nordic students on campus and
it very well may. It certainly
has as much of a right to offer
this grant as any school has a
right to offer similar grants to
black or Hispanic students.
In fact, a few quick Google
searches will demonstrate
just how many opportunities like that there are, from
a scholarship offered by the
Italian Heritage Society of Indiana for residents of Indiana
who are of Italian heritage to
a parallel scholarship offer
from the German Heritage
Council of New Jersey.
Though it is true that affirmative action does not
benefit European-Americans,
there are still efforts to represent various European ancestries in school bodies. To
try to depict this "Caucasian
Achievement and Recognition Scholarship" as something outrageous and extreme
has less to do with its basic
idea than our rightful revulsion at the idea of promoting
whiteness or the "Caucasian"
race.
The controversy of BUCR's
scholarship is not who it
grants money to, but that it

does so using terms linked
with white supremacy and
the assumption of whiteness
as the natural condition of
America. This does not just
do a disservice to those who
were direct victims of white
supremacy, but also to those
of us who are having our heritage, diversity, and history
erased to enshrine us as the
"true Americans."
Yet, the BUCR are insistent
that they are fighting a battle worth their efforts. They
refer to the discrimination
that they are protesting as
the "worst form of bigotry in
America today." Really...?
Meanwhile, in the real world,
bigotry is actually taking its
toll: women still get paid less
than men for the same jobs,
Imams are being banned from
flying on certain airlines and
praying in airports, political
campaigns throughout the
country have succeeded in
enshrining marriage inequality in 26 states, those U.S.
citizens currently in Iraq and
Afghanistan are disproportionately minorities; and over
Thanksgiving weekend, New
York police fired 50 shots into
an unarmed African-American man the night before his
wedding. Meanwhile, affirmative action and opportunities
for racial minonties are as
much of a threat to America
as Saddam Hussein's Weapons of Mass Destruction.
I wish we could all live in
BUCR's fantasy world, but
we don't and perhaps those
students in Boston could accomplish more if they started
addressing real problems of
education inequality in the
United States instead of chasing shadows.

The Boston University College Republicans (BUCR)
have gained national
publicity through a pathetic,
desperate bid for attention: a
"Caucasian Achievement and
Recognition Scholarship."
They are offering $250 to a
student of at least a quarter
"Caucasian" heritage. These
students claim they are attempting to protest the supposed discrimination against
those of European ancestry
created by affirmative action and scholarships offered
to minority students. But in
reality, they are protesting
phantom discrimination, a
false apparition of a threat to
white privilege in the United
States.
Actual studies of affirmative
action show that the effects
on European-Americans are
negligible in both education
and employment. According to a 1998 study published
by the American Sociology
Association, less than five to
twelve percent of EuropeanAmericans have lost a job or
promotion because of their
race, compared to 36 percent
of African-Americans. Of
the claims of employment
discrimination with the Equal
Employment Opportunity
Commission in 1994, only
four percent were charges of
discnmination that could be
part of affirmative action or
considered "reverse discrimination" and only 28 percent
of those were found credible.
If anything, affirmative action
is not accomplishing enough.
Seth Doherty uses spaces
instead of tabs. Seriously.
As well, in public education
and employment, including
state universities, the Supreme
Court of the
United States has
ruled time and
again that quotas
are illegal and
unconstitutional.
Though race can
be taken into account, it cannot
Most Puget Sound students have 4or fewer drinks' when they party.
be
considered
a
systematic
enough method
to truly damage
opportunities for
would support another
European-Americans. It is clear
student's decision to call for medical assistance
than affirmative
action is neither
if a friend had alcohol poisoning
unfair nor unjust.
Based on the results of the Spring 2006 CORE survey completed by 718 students
Of course, this
would all be sigONE DRINK one 12 oz. beer, 4-5 oz. wine, I oz. hard liquor
nificant if there
For some people, any amount of drinking may be danger ous
truly were no
QUESTIONS? WANT TO GET INVOLVED?
opportunities for
Call Counseling, Health and Wellness Services at 879.1555
students of European heritage
like those of mi
nority students Editorial Policy: Columns do not necessarily represent the opinions of The
but the reality is Trail. The Trail encourages all readers to respond to all articles or important
that this is not issues by writing a letter to the Editor. Columns and letters in the Opinions
so. One does
not even need to section are printed at the discretion of the Editorial Board. The Trail releave Tacoma to serves the right to refuse any letter that is submitted for publication. Letters
find said oppor- must be signed with a full name and contact information and are due no later
tunities. Pacific than 5 p.m. on Mondays. Letters may be mailed to trailops@ups.edu or
Lutheran Unidelivered through the mail to CMB 1095.
versity offers a
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Richards' outburst
only tip of iceberg
By Walid Zafar
wzafar@ups.edu
Opinions Writer
There is a double standard about
racism. Contrary
to our most right
wing elements, this double
standard has nothing to do
with reverse racism (which
does not even exist.) The
contradiction rests in that
American society accepts that
racist remarks are virulent
but denies the more harmful,
ubiquitous and structural racism even exists.
Perfect case in point is the
recent episode with Michael
Richards. So deplorable were
his words that even Goebbels'
propaganda machine — the
same people who rally the
militias against the supposed
"illegal" immigrant threat,
the same people who complain about "welfare queens"
and the "race card" distanced
themselves from his words,
as if he were a leper and they
shared none of his symptoms.
Richards' words are perceived as eccentric, made by
an atypical member of the
ruling class, but is that so? In
white privilege America, he is
considered a racist, while, as
writer and activist Glen Ford
puts it, "the folks who vote
for Bush and other politicians
who constantly expand the
Black Prison Gulag, are not,
because they don't say (the
`N' word) in public, or even
in private."
Racism is not a rogue ideology; it is symptomatic of
our society. As Ford explains, white Americans
"deny racism is embedded

in the culture and its
institutions, and reject the notion of any
personal culpability
— even as they participate in racist herd behavior in every aspect
of life."
It seems to me that
people are more concerned
over being labeled a racist
than about ending the systemic and institutional damage
inflicted on people of color on
a daily basis.
Take for example what happened to Sean Bell on the day
of his wedding. An unarmed
Bell and friends were shot
at 50 times. No matter the
reason, there will never be a
justification to fire 50 shots at
unarmed and defenseless human beings. In Bell's case,
Goebbels and Co. defended
the NYPD.
If Bell were the exception,
the story might have passed
the radar of moral people but
it's not just Bell, it's Amadou
Diallo, it's Eleanor Bumpers,
it's Randolph Evans, it's Terrance Shurns, it's thousands
of individuals mowed down
by racist cops/slave catchers
since 1619. It's not trigger
happiness, it's racism. If there
is such a thing as a "trigger
happy" cop, then why don't
these overzealous police officers shoot white people 50
times? Why don't they taser
a white student five times?
The worst part is this: blacks
are told, "the Mexicans are
stealing your jobs and cutting
into urgently needed resources for your communities."
Latinos are told that blacks
are "lazy" and "violent," and
then both groups are told that
SEE RACISM PAGE 7

How Santa does his shopping

I said GOOD toys!

AARON LYNCH

Shopping with savviness

Alright,
here's
where I get to do
some explaining.
First of all, consider
the "deals" you're
The infamous
getting for shopping
holiday shopping
between midnight and
season has come
noon on Black Friupon us once again
day. All the holiday
and, once again, we are at the promotions start on this day.
mercy of the retailers' promo- Meaning several of the items
tional gimmicks that always in the store are marked down.
manage to drain our wallets But think about it, no store is
and max out our credit cards. ever going to sell something
Ignoring that this blatant they're going to take a loss
consumerism is not what the on, especially if they know
holiday season is supposed to customers will be buying it.
be about, let me lament the
Similarly, think back to
situation that holiday shop- other "sales" you've seen go
ping presents
on at your
to us. Now, as
favorite reI work in retail,
You shouldn't fall for tailers, for
I am fully fa- the gimmicks of the instance,
miliar with the
the end of
holiday shop- retailers. Instead, shop season sales
ping season and smart.
that happen
what it means
four times a
for both
year. Retailstores and consumers.
ers must move product out of
This year, the re- their store in order to make
nowned "Black Friday" room for new product, so they
fell on November 24. begin to mark down the prices
This meant that count- on the items going "out."
less millions of people
Fast forward two weeks;
flocked like sheep to what has happened to all the
malls to spend money at prices on the marked down
their favorite retailers.
merchandise? Well, they
Now, this may come as have, invariably, gone further
We are the Steven Klein Company, LSAT
a shock to some of you, down.
but retailers know you're
Specialists. After 18 years and 4,500 students,
The same is true for the
coming.
Yes,
yes,
your
holiday
season. Shops will
there probably isn't anyone who knows more
"ingenious" idea to shop try to fool the gullible conabout this test or how to teach it than we do.
for all your holiday gifts sumer into buying things the
the day after Thanksgiv- first day of the holiday shopThat is why Steven still teaches all his own
ing isn't so ingenious af- ping season, because that's
classes. That is why you should call us.
ter all. I know this pain is when customer demand is at
difficult for you to bear. its highest. When demand is
Our nine week course features 36 hours
Not only this, but most high, so are prices. Later on
of class time with weekly help sessions, seven
consumers allow them- in the holiday season, many
mock exams and assistance with the applicaselves to fall for all the people have already filled
tricks the retailers pull their holiday shopping needs.
tion process for the reasonable price of $995.
out. Several shops will So in order to bring people
We can answer any LSAT question - let u
open at midnight on back into the store, retailers
Black Friday to hold must mark down the merprove it. Call now for a free seminar.
special "sales." And, chandise to a point that will
206-524-4915
predictably, the most be appealing to the seemingly
die-hard consumers will uninterested customer.
be at the doors, waiting
My point is this: you
WWW
to get in.

By Aaron Albro
aalbro@ups.edu
Opinions Writer

The Steven Klein Company

Not ready for the
LSAT?

stevenklein.com
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shouldn't fall for the gimmicks of the retailers. Instead, shop smart. Yes, holiday shopping is a pain in the
... well, a pain anyway. So
attempt to go about it in a
manner that's going to relieve
some of the stress.
Here are Aaron's "Helpful
Hints for Holiday Shopping."
First of all, go when you know
the mall isn't going to be
busy. Tuesday and Wednesday between noon and 4 p.m.
are your safest bets.
Second, don't shop for everyone on your holiday list at
once. Go with select people
in mind, preferably people
that have similar tastes. This
way, you can find gifts that
are perfect for these people
without stressing yourself out
about what you didn't find for
so-and-so. Also, two bags are
easier to carry than 22.
Next, redeem all those gift
cards from last year that you
received as "thoughtless"
gifts. Most gift cards start
taking a penalty to their dollar
amount after a year of nonuse. If you haven't found
anything for yourself, use the
gift to relieve the stress on
your wallet this season.
And lastly, remember gift
receipts. These are easily the
most convenient thing for the
unsure holiday shopper. I
know you don't want to buy
a gift card; they're "impersonal." But I also know that
you don't have the slightest
chance of getting the sizes of
all of your friends correct: so
don't try. Instead, find something you think they'll like,
and guess! There's nothing wrong with guessing the
wrong size, I promise (and
guys, trust me, she'll get over
it).
So, good luck getting
through this holiday shopping
season.
• Aaron Albro went through
years of training to achieve his
shopping proficiency.

Cellar Sold
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What was the best
part of this semester?
"I don't know, I'm
sorry. There are
so many ... late
nights at UPS."

RACISM — corm. FROM PAGE 6
"Muslims/Arabs are terrorists."
If Tocqueville were alive today,
he would see an America divided
between benevolent whites and
Friday December 8th to Wednesday December 13th
lazy, illegal, job stealing, welfare
Nightly @ 7:00 p.m.
abusing, un-assimilating, burrito/
Saturday & Sunday
chicken/falafel eating terrorists.
Matinee
@ 4:30 p.m.
My point is this, it is not just
Rated
PG
the "NI" word that is racist; it's
this white privilege society that
Thursday December 14th:
has allowed the building of the
It's A Wonderful Life 1940s Radio Play
Tacoma Detention Center and
A live play by
myriad of prisons being built
The
Horatio
Theatre Company
2611 N. Proctor
in America's own Archipelago.
December
14th, 7:00 p.m.
This structural racism will not
Tacoma, WA 98407
December
16th&
17th, 1:00 p.m.
end until people first realize that
253.752.9500
it exists.
Tickets are $12.00 for all seats
www.bluemouscthcatrc.com
R.I.P Amadou Diallo.
• Wand Zafar never liked Seinfeld
anyway.

Flicka

Ethan Cramton
Freshman

"Winning the
WCC, the culmination of the
soccer season."
Micah Wenzel
Freshman

"I would say the
snow day, but it
wasn't really that
great. No Big N.
QUAD snowball
fights."
Melissa Boni
Sophomore

"Being cast as
a Mechanical in
Midsummer. It
was an opportunity to broaden my
horizons."
Grant Freeman
Freshman

Do you have thoughts
about anything?
Do have them on a weekly
basis?
Can you write them
down?
We want you!
The Trail is now accepting applications
for Opinions writers for Spring semester. Send inquirys to trail@ups.edu

Holiday
sweaters

NEW 2007 CHEVY AVEO With 37 EPA estimated highway MPG: And room to seat
five comfortably. The Chevy - Aveo® Sedan is one surprisingly big car. And now, Aveo is backed
by the GM° 100,000 mile/5-year Powertrain Limited Warranty! Go big at chevyaveo.com

Midnight
breakfast at
10 p.m.

Hard
eggnog

Only 2,500
points carry
over
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1 s UPS try a 'OA
"Basically, our campus is as gay friendly as we
(the members of the community) make it. I've
had mostly positive experiences here, but that
is because I've actively surrounded myself with
friends who are supportive and open-minded. The
campus on a whole is apathetic and unwilling to
acknowledge the white privilege that runs rampant
here at UPS.
"The issue with this is that most people like to
say things like 'I love gay people' just because
they have one or two gay friends. But we're not
a species of animal that can be grouped together.
I am a member of the "community" and I don't love all
gay people, because just like
straight people, gay people

"We're way too
conscious of
sexuality to be gay
friendly."

"I think it is excellent that UPS is one of the
top 20 friendliest schools for gays, and while that
doesn't mean much above having BGLAD and
general school-wide tolerance, it is a huge step
in the right direction. It means that students can
be openly gay without fear, which is more than I
could hope for, coming from a series of schools
where gays had to conceal themselves or risk
ridicule from faculty, staff and students (even the
on-site counselors!). Tolerance is the best we can
hope for right now, and hopefully the schools in
the top 20 will compete to continue to be on that
list, and the competition
will foster greater changes."
Kate, B-GLAD member

This is the door that
BGLAD encourages
anyone to "come out"
through on 'Coming
Out Day' every spring.

"In regards to my experience at UPS, I do think it is
gay friendly. No one made
me feel threatened, unwelare all different and some
come, or awkward because
gay people aren't people I
of who I was dating. I did
can relate to. To be truly
feel, however, like I had
gay friendly we'd need to
been assigned a certain
eliminate the need to establabel that I was not able to
lish who's sexuality is what.
shed, even if I was datIf we were truly gay friendly
ing both men and women.
everyone would be equal and
Despite that, UPS provided
no one would need to define
me with a wonderfully safe
one another. Everyone would
place where I could thrive
accept/evaluate based on what
just as I was.
kind of person you are, not
"UPS is very proud of its
IASUPS PHOTOSERVICES/CA EY BETCH
who you sleep with. The fact
acknowledged support of
that we were rated one of
the gay community, which, depending on your
the top gay friendly schools strikes me as wrong.
opinion, either helps gays fit in or helps gays stick
We're way too conscious of sexuality to be gay
out even more. I also think there is a difference in
friendly.
the terminology of gay 'friendly' and gay 'accept"Let me pose this: how often have you seen a
ance' and we must address and be aware of the
gay couple, of either gender, holding hands? How
implications.
often have you
"Gay friendly is awesome, it really is. But so is
seen a gay couple outwardly
animal friendly. It's almost as if people see us as a
displaying signs of affecshade of
different
tion? Rarely. But how often do you see straight
Gay achuman.
"UPS provided me is living
couples holding hands, or showing affection? All
ceptance
the time. Statistically speaking, c ► r campus has a
with a wonderfully equality
in fluid
high concentration of LGBT students, so why is it
where
safe place where I sexuality
that you don't see them expressing their affection
isn't even could thrive just as I an issue,
the way the straight students do? It's not because
wouldn't
where we
was."
we're somehow emotionally handicapped. It's
make
have to
because it's not acceptable.
`friendly'
sure it was
"UPS is gay friendly in the 'I like gay people
because everyone would be living with the knowlas long as I don't have to see that they have love
edge that none of this matters.
lives' kind of a way."
"Sometimes people can focus so much on an
UPS Senior, Bi sexual issue that they give it more stigma than it had in
the first place. I definitely believe in having com"When I was applying to colleges, I was really
munities and cultures where everyone can feel the
impressed that UPS' website included a section on
"same" as everyone else once in a while, if not for
being an LGBT student at UPS. It really showed
anything but the sake of mental health. But one
me from the beginning that the school welcomed
has to realize by having more and more of those
LGBT students. I've also really enjoyed several
events could be seen as reverse discrimination.
classes with strong queer subject matter, and pro"We aren't denied rights at UPS, but is constantfessors have been very supportive of my attempts
ly discussing our sexuality and singling ourselves
to research queer issues. I really feel the campus
out taking away our right to just live like everyone
supports a visible queer community."
else?"

In the September 22 ; .2106 issue, 'I tail
news columnra Abby flakanson published
an article entitIc ► l 'amptis named among 2.t.
be s t colleges 101
di I -atidents Ilakansoi
was referring to the 2006 ve r s ion of The
Advocate, u .6131 . college guide that emplo
a standardized 20-point system to determine
findings.
'I -wo months later, opinions-columnist Aare
A lbw published, -Guy Support vs. Gay Acceptance." in which he described a UPS cam
pus that kk as far from the gay utopia The Ad\
care suggested it to be. As a member of UPS
community, Albro \\ as able to ‘, ividly
describe his personal struggles finding accep
ante among certain groups of the student-bo4
particularly when it came to campus housing
Shortly after the publication of Albro's arti
co-president Anna Froese sent •
letter to the editor titled "Defending gay prid

What the Advo
"Located in Tacoma, Washington, in
close proximity to Seattle, the Universit
of Puget Sound campus has an amazing history of LGBT progress and an
outstanding LGBT institutional commit
ment.
"Puget Sound was among the first colle
es in the Pacific Northwest to have incl
sive nondiscrimination policies, not onl
of sexual orientation but also of gender
identity/expression. The campus was al
among the first in the area to grant sam
sex domestic partner benefits.
"In addition, the student coalition, Bisexuals, Gays, Lesbians and Allies for
Diversity (BGLAD) is the largest, most
active, most visible group on campus.

-

Maddy Ryen, UPS Sophomore, homosexual

Whitney Mackman '06, un-labeled
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Friendly school?
1 lie letter itit ited Albh. driitotion
what "gay friendly" constitutes,
Ling
t he was holding the University to an impos
le standard that failed to recognize the many
ides BGLAD and the Administration hay
de over the years. She went on to support
ie Advocate's assertion that UPS is a top. ?t
school,
nspired by the controversy, The Trail
timed to write an opinion's article on the
bject. But while interviewing various mein
Es of the campus' LGBT community it was
ickly realized that by candidly sharing their
rspective with us, they were doing a better
) of writing the article than we ever could.
These pages reflect the diversity of opinion
ong our campus' LGBT community on the
bject of whether UPS is a "top 20 gay friend
university. and what exactly such a title
ould constitute.
iv Hi

Chris tilt, V"( cliteit

says about UPS
"Puget Sound is unabashedly supportive
and proactive with regard to LGBT is,sues and has high marks on its Gay Point
Average to prove it. Even admissions
staff, publications and forms are queerfriendly.
"As one student states: 'On the campus
Website for prospective students, there's
a page describing what it might be like
for a student to be LGBT on campus.
That definitely made me feel welcomed
before I set foot on the campus. When
I visited, I saw gay couples walking
around hand in hand, and I'd certainly
feel safe doing that too."'
►

The Advocate also identified Regester as
an LGBT themed living option.

BGLAD is an active club, hosting several
events throughout the year.

Theatre Professor Geoff Proehl, director of the 2005
UPS production "Angles in America," commenting
on rumors that this pro-gay play had offended certain
powerful members of the UPS community.

"Folks have a right to their opinion, but to
cut to the chase and for the record: to the best
of my memory, there was one letter written
by someone, I think a parent, after parent's
weekend. That letter was unhappy with the
choice of show. I'm not sure to what extent that
letter was written in confidence, so I don't want
to get into details about it, but yes, someone was
unhappy. This was the only negative response
that I am aware of. I happened to have talked to
the Board of Trustees about the time the show
opened: I was on a board committee. The only
response I ever had from them was interest in
the show, in wanting to come and see it. Some I
think did. There was no pressure from the board
or the administration in any form to alter our
future programming. We are extremely proud of
this production and of the recognition we received from Pierce County AIDS Foundation in
its aftermath. Our decision to do Shakespeare was
not therefore in any way in response to pressure
to do less controversial plays from the board
or administration or from any other source.
"What concerns me here is the power of hearsay and notions such as "Romeo and Juliet" is a
high school play, but that's another conversation,
and, as I said, folks will think what they want to
think."
7101
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"I thought UPS was pretty 'gay friendly.' One
thing I did think was kind of funny though was
the Lavender graduation. Personally, I wouldn't
want to segregate myself further by indicating
that I require
a separate
graduation
celebration,
but power to
the people
who like that.
It just wasn't
my thing."
Member of
the class of '06,
homosexual
Members
of BGLAD
sit on the
couch in
the Diversity Center
during a
weekly meeting. The Advocate attests
this group is the largest on the UPS
campus.

"Yes, it's gay friendly enough ... I haven't been
lynched yet."
UPS Senior, homosexual

"My opinion is yes, the University is very gay
friendly."
Daniel Lieser, UPS Junior, homosexual
RTESY OF VVWW.PBS.OR

"Whether or not UPS is gay friendly is a somewhat obscure topic to me. I feel that 'gay friendly'
need ,to be better defined. If I were to take it
literally I would say that yes UPS is 'gay friendly'
from my experiences in that all I have encountered
have offered me the same opportunities and kindness that I believe I would be offered if I were not
a rainbow crusader. But still, such a question is
difficult to answer as I have not experienced other
campuses and have nothing to compare it to, but I
believe that UPS is taking steps towards looking
beyond homosexuality as deviance to be extracted
and seeing it as a valuable part of humanity.
"On BGLAD, I know one didn't ask about them
but I was just looking over that article in The
Trail, to say that our campus is not gay friendly
there aren't
because
more
groups
"Is
UPS
gay
throwing
'gay events'
friendly? Yes. Is somewhat
seems
absurd
to me. A
UPS the ideal
campus
in which a
place ... ? No!"
variety
of groups
throw a
variety of
gay events, beyond simply the gay homeworld
club, is not a 'gay friendly' campus, it's a gay
one. I'm going to get carried away for a moment:
one cannot expect a campus filled with rainbow
sidewalks, sugar puff bridges, flying penguins and
open arms everywhere preaching the outstanding
joy of homosexuality, when the fact of the matter
is we live in a world where the majority of people
are straight, or something like that, and a majority of 'gay' events on an overly 'straight' campus
is completely understandable. Not to say that our
campus excludes gays in such 'non-gay' events,
because our campus is 'gay friendly' and is not
exclusive to
anyone; only
the honors
program does
that.
"It comes
to me that I
should try to
define 'gay
friendly,' if it
is even possible, because
it seems to
me that such
a term is really just an
abstraction of
a 'gay accepting' campus
or a 'not
over-bigoted' campus. Gay friendly? I'll tell you
what that is, it's the accepting of homosexuals for
who they are and not denying them any rights that
any 'straight' person would receive. Is UPS gay
friendly? Yes. Is UPS the ideal place, I mentioned,
where gays are not only given the same rights
as heterosexuals but also not judged or viewed
as divergent, or marginalized, or inferior, or any
view of that sort: No! Because if it were, then
UPS wouldn't have a need for a LGBT scholarship
and we would live in an ideal world ... minus the
rainbow sidewalks."

1
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Elliot Trotter, UPS Junior, homosexual
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Arts & Entertainment Presents:
Nolan's "Prestige" rocks DiCaprio, Damon heat up
Scorsese's "The Departed"

By Nick Martens
nmartens@ups.edu
A&E Writer
I have no idea how you can
not like this movie, but that
seems to be the prevailing
opinion. It baffles me. Here,
let me throw out some facts
for you. "The Prestige" features all of the following: a)
sweet magic tricks, b) Christopher Nolan, director of
"Batman Begins" and "Memento" and c) Scarlett Johansson. How can that fail?
It's not possible. This movie
rules.
Now, I clearly just proved
my point, but this movie is
good for many other rea-

By Travis McNamara
tmcnamara@ups.edu

A&E Writer
HTTP.//WWWIMPAWARDS.COM

sons. As many reviewers
who think they're geniuses
have pointed out, the movie
itself is actually structured
like a magic trick. What this
means is that, as when watching a magician, you have to
suspend your disbelief. You
know the girl wasn't actually
sawed in half, but it's cool to
pretend she was.
I honestly believe that if
you walk into this movie prepared to like it and are willing to go where Nolan wants
to lead you, you will love
"The Prestige.
Skeptically is great for scientific experimentation, but
you paid real money for that
movie ticket. Why not enjoy
it? You can find flaws in this
movie if you really want to,
but that's like yelling . about
the card up the magician's
sleeve.
Why deprive yourself of
the entertainment?

A re-make of Hong Kong's
2002 hit, Infernal Affairs,
Martin Scorsese weaves an incredible tale of loyalty, betrayal, and "those fu**ing rats" in
his 2006 crime-drama hit "The
Departed." Boasting one of the
best ensemble casts I've ever
seen (Jack Nicholson, Leonardo DiCaprio and Matt Damon,
just to name a few), Scorsese
gets back to his "Goodfellas"
roots and turns his lens on the
gangsters of Irish South Boston - both inside and outside
the law.
The story focuses on the
a young cop (DiCaprio) and
his infiltration into the inner
circle surrounding Boston's
most prominent mob boss (Nicholson), while a mole inside
of Boston's police force (Damon) attempts to sabotage his
efforts.

Incredible
performances
mark this film the year's best.
Nicholson shines as a gritty
mob boss teetering on the
brink of sanity, and nobody
plays crazy like Jack Nicholson. DiCaprio - a Scorsese
favorite - continues to surprise
audiences with his psychologically gripping portrayal of a
paranoid undercover detective,
sporting the most believable
'cornered animal" look I've
ever seen.
What results is one of the
most masterfully crafted crime
films in the last five years,
where deceptions are everywhere, loyalty is nowhere and
a lot of people get shot in the
head. A must-see.
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Portman seeks identity, justice in thriller "V for Vendetta
By Jordan Barber

jebarber@ups.edu
A&E Writer
The 2006 season seems to
be a year of great reinvention. "V is for Vendetta" is a
film to which we've already
been introduced: a dystopian
comic-to-movie adaptation
from Alan Moore's comic of
the same name. The film follows an often familiar plot to
take down a typical totalitar-

ian regime in the near future,
but "V" is ultimately complicated by the strange antihero
V (Hugo Weaving, a.k.a.
Agent Smith) and his mysterious past which we constantly wonder about. Evey
(Natalie Portman), who is
accidentally brought into V's
plot, serves as the one connection between V and the
real world. The screenwriters, the Wachowski Brothers
(who did The Matrix), feel
more polished in "V" and are
willing to develop characters

Craig stuns as
PHOTO COURTESY: HTTP.//WWW.IMPAWARDS.COM

By Mark Delbrueck
mdelbrueck@ups.edu

A&E Co-Editor
Without a doubt, Bond is
back. But what most diehards
are doubting is whether or not
the blonde-haired, blue-eyed
Daniel Craig can prove to be a
worthy successor to ex-Bond,
Pierce Brosnan's stellar portrayal.
Brosnan's shoes are indeed
large ones to fill. The only
time, however, one might
doubt that Craig is the real
Bond is during the post-credit
opening scene, where the
viewer is tasked with pick-

007

ing Bond out of a crowd. Yet,
after the sequence fades, it
becomes crystal clear that
Bond is still the testosterone
packed, edgy, brooding character he has always been.
While a running theme of
"newness" is evident, comparing Craig with Brosnan is
certainly not what this film is
about. Casino Royale harkens
back to Bond's beginnings as
a 00 agent.
Apparently there was a time
before Bond wore tailored
tuxes, drove Aston Martins,
and sipped martinis (shaken,
not stirred), and this film
more or less, tells the story of
the shaping of 007's traditions
and character.
While "M" is noticeably
older, Bond is inherently
younger, which has allowed
the producers of Casino Royale to incorporate numerous
mistakes Bond makes along
his journey of self-discovery.
Alas, there were some
things about this new Bond

beyond general ass-kickery.
V is, without a doubt, one of
the more complicated characters in the film, and his
past comes into play as we
discover secret motives for
bringing down the totalitarian government. "V" also
branches out beyond a dystopian film's normal subjects
- homosexuality has a very
strong presence, as does the
nature of terrorism. These are
weighty issues for an action
film, but "V" is able to incorporate them easily into an

overarching theme of justice.
"V is for Vendetta" is a voracious reflection on the visage
ofjustice, and for that reason
it should not be missed.
STRENGTH
MROUGH
UNITY
UNITY
THROUGH
FA.

in "Casino Royale"
that were not to my liking.
The first was the lack of an
appearance by "Q." Yes, the
beloved master of gadgets
was strangely absent in this
movie, along with nearly all
of the typical Bond gadgetry.
This is positively unacceptable.
Secondly, the car chase
scene, which has historically
been one of my favorite Bond
moments, was just that: a single moment. I m certain Aston Martin is pissed. After all,
Casino Royale was the choice
venue to debut the new Aston
Martin DBS, a car that encom-"V••••• ■•••..17•..
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passes a blend of
the DB9 road car
and DBR9 racecar.
Thirdly,
the
poker
scenes
were far too
long. While these
scenes are crucial to plot, they
are obnoxiously
lengthy. Making these scenes
seem even longer
is the absence
of any background music or
effects. Never
in my memory
has a Bond film
stopped dead in
its tracks while
an arch nemeses
had a close encounter.
this
Overall,
new Bond represents an exciting
new direction
for the franchise.

"Borat"

amazes

By Tom VanHeuvelen
tvanheuvelen@ups.edu
A&E Writer
If there was a movie causing more of a stir this year,
I am unaware of it. Most of
what I read about this movie
discusses the mastery of satire by Sacha Baron Cohen.
How there has not been such
a smart movie in years, or just
a movie so funny.
I could not agree more. Borat truly separates itself from
the pack. Where else can we
see a man pulling odd and
gross stunts, such as naked
wrestling with a fat man,
handing an uptight woman a
bag of poop, chasing after a
man hoping for a hug, or pretending to masturbate on the
street? Our society has had a
complete excess of extreme,
gross-out reality type behavior performed in front of a
camera. I am grateful to see
a comedian distance himself
from the pack by finally braving this unexplored territory.
Praise has not come merely
for Cohen's visionary poop
humor. Many have discussed
how smart and bitingly satirical this movie is. Now, any
good satire seems necessarily tied up in social commentary, and Cohen goes all out
against the movers and shakers of America's population:
the Southern Gentry, Southern rodeo attendants, dumb
Southern frat boys, Southern
born again Christians, aging
feminists and Pamela Anderson. Cohen pulls no punches
at these haughty populations,
and it is about time someone
attacked these hegemonic
spheres of American existence. Perhaps now we can
finally take these groups a little less seriously. It takes true
courage to look down upon
and ridicule these powerful
and entrenched groups.

THE

CINEMA

606 S Fawcett Ave
Tac oma,
o
WA
(253) 593-4474
S5. 50 with student ID!

The Queen (PG 13)
Fri: 2:20, 4:30, 7:15, 9:15
Sat/Sun: 12:10, 2:20, 4:30, 7:15, 9:15

Mon-Wed: 4:30, 7:15, 9:15
Thurs: 2:20, 4:30, 7:15, 9:15

Fast Food Nation (A)
Fri: 2:30, 4:45, 7:00, 9:10
Sat/Sun: 12:15, 2:30, 4:45, 7:00, 9:10
Mon-Wed: 4:45, 7:00, 9:10
Thurs: 2:30, 4:45, 7:00, 9:10

Babel

(R)

Fri: 2:45, 5:15, 8:00
Sat/Sun: 12:00, 2:45, 5:15, 8:00
Mon-Wed: 5:15, 8:00
Thurs: 2:45, 5:15, 8:00
WWW.GRANDCINEMA.COM
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T he Best Music & Movies of 2006
Tapes' "The Loon" defies Muse continues to rock
By Kevin Nguyen
snooty indie reputation knguyen@ups.edu
By Travis McNamara
tmcnamara@ups.edu
A&E Writer
At the risk of being accused
of Pitchfork fascism by the
indie-rock hordes, I will still
stand by Tapes 'n Tapes' "The
Loon" as being one of the
year's finest records: a 41minute blaze of catchy riffs,
tight songwriting and indierock glory.
For those who might not
know, Pitchforkmedia.com is
an online music reviewing organization which specializes
in independent rock. While a
useful tool, Pitchfork is often
derided by elitist-types who
want to reject The Establishment and seek ever more obscure sources of information.
As such, any band that Pitchindie-rockfork loves,
ers love to hate. And Pitchfork
loves Tapes 'n Tapes.
This is not music. This is
fashion. This is politics. This
is bullsh**. There are more
important things at hand than
arguing over who found what
first. One of these things is
good music, and "The Loon"
is a great place to find it.
The songwriting is the real

A&E Co-Editor
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standout on this record, delivering powerful choruses and
peaks by way of simpler, more
straightforward verses. One
of the album's best tracks,
"Cowbell," is a frenetic romp
around an off-kilter chorus
which begs to be danced to.
Another favorite, "Omaha,"
is a beautifully hushed combination which pulls at the
heartstrings.
The album is full of moods,
and through its twists and
turns, becomes one of the
more interesting and repeatable albums I came across
this year.
So don't listen to the
bullsh**. Listen to good music. Listen to Tapes 'n Tapes.

"The Crane Wife" flies
By Tom VanHeuvelen
tvanheuvelen@gmail.com
A&E Writer
The Decemberists' newest
album, "The Crane Wife," is
their first from a major record
label. When I first heard this,
I was a little worried. I feared
that they would abandon their
sea shanties, gothic fascinations, accordions and tales
of barrow boys and mariners
lamenting from the insides of
whales.
Luckily, The Decemberists
have produced a fine CD. Not
only this, but I have a sneaking suspicion that the band
was conscious of not falling
into the mediocrity inherent
in major labels. Indeed, how
could a corporate executive
be happy when the best song
on the CD is a twelve-minute
epic where the lead singer
takes on the role of a heartless villain?
The band maintains their
erudite proficiency. To listen
to the album in its entirety is

to hear an allegory told backwards loosely based on the
Japanese mythology which
from which the album its title. In addition, you will get
songs between a ghost and
his lover set during the Civil
War, a Romeo and Julietesque
story and a sober ballad about
Shankhill butchers. And of
course, the Decemberists is
filled with talented and intuitive musicians, so the actual music and the lyrics are
constantly playing with and
against one another.

There are not enough bands
these days that actually rock.
I do not mean in the sense
that their music is bad, but
not many bands are willing
to make songs that beg to be
blasted at full volume. The
Shins are great, but sometimes
I need music that does not
make me want to get in touch
with my feelings (which I often do in the form of crying
for six hours straight).
The exception to this rule is
Muse.
Continued on their new album, "Black Holes and Revelations," is the same arena
rock meets space opera musicianship that made Muse's
2004 release "Absolution" so
enjoyably ostentatious — the
soaring Thom Yorke-inspired
falsetto, "end of the world"
lyrical matter and head banging instrumentation.
Also, did I mention that this
CD is certainly very loud?
While the band's influences

are clear, "Black Holes" has
a sound distinctly its own.
Unlike other self-consciously
"bad" bands like the Darkness, Muse avoids mimicking heavy metal bands just
for the sake of irony. The album's closing track, the sixminute-long epic "Knights
of Cydonia," is both a tribute
to the spaghetti western film
scores of Ennio Morricone
and ridiculous rock 'n roll anthems. The result is a sound
completely their own. Much
credit should be given to band
that can make art out of the
bombastic.

Liars make music
from the obscure
By Nick Martens
nmartens@ups.edu
A&E Writer
You'll hear a lot of people
rag on this album, but they're
all idiots and probably criminals. Truth is, "Drum's Not
Dead" stands as a masterful . piece of minimalist experimentation. Now that I've
eradicated your interest in this
album, how about some pretentious pontification? You
see, the drums are the most
important instrument in the
majority of modern music.
They're what make a song
truly reverberate in you, even
if you rarely notice them.
That's why the Liars constructed their album around
that instrument. The music
isn't terribly impressive or
complex from a technical
stand_point, but its Zen-like
fastidiousness in extracting the greatest effect from
the fewest elements proves
a compelling formula. You
feel every beat, you follow
every rhythm and when they
throw in a warbling, desper-

Destroyer is hot
By Jordan Barber
jebarber@ups.edu
A&E Writer
Destroyer's name perfectly
fits the music, because the
group breaks down any sort of
sensible genre-placing. Their
new album, "Destroyer's Rubies," feels much more normal and practiced than previous releases. Bending towards
Indie Rock, "Destroyer's
Rubies" is at once accessible
and sufficiently revelatory.
The lyrics are, characteristic
of Daniel Bejar, puzzling. It
seems like Bejar overcomplicates his songs, which is why
he feels the need to vocally
unload and shout the "la la
las" that are present in most
of the songs — as if he tried
to explain, but failed. The
music seems to take that same
tone of painful complication:
"Where did you get that penchant for destruction in the
way you talk?" Bejar asks,
perhaps to himself. A theme
of the album is painting, notably watercolors. "Destroyer's
Rubies" takes this to heart,
and the songs have a watery
quality to them. Some of the
songs are long, up to ten minutes, but the music collapses
and then reinvents itself. The
overlapping feels like "Destroyer's Rubies" is striving
for something, but at the last
moment brushes it all aside to
do it again. The whole album
is so well wrapped together
that it cannot be missed.

Futuresev

By Chelsea Taylor
ctaylor2@ups.edu
ate scream it's all the more
haunting for its stark backdrop.
"Drum's Not Dead" is
fantastically introspective. Whether you put it on
as background music for a
long drive or study it closely
through a pair of headphones,
this album always lends itself
to deep thought. Granted,
it may not be socially conducive, but when you're far
enough down the rabbithole
of strange music to actually
enjoy this record, social conductivity is likely a foreign
concern.

ASUPS PHOTOSERVICES/JEN SCHMIDT

Tom VanHeuvelen, David Lev, Kevin Nguyen, Travis McNamara, Nick Martens, and Jordan Barber pick their favorites execution style.

Co-Managing Editor
For those of you who know
me, you know that I am A) a
music snob and B) I like to
dance. So when I heard Justin Timberlake's first single
"Sexyback" I scoured everyone's music in the SUB and
quietly rated it a 4-star song
in my iTunes library.
FutureSex/LoveSounds is
a party favorite with easy to
dance to tracks and his first
two singles, Sexyback and
My Love do not fail you.
Happily, the rest of his album
follows suit.
The lyrics on the album
range from the don't-become-a-loser anthem (Losing
My Way) to "please give me
another chance/To write you
another song/And take back
those things I've done" in the
ballad, All Over Again.
Notorious hip-hop producer, Timbaland, has his signature beats all over this record,
making it that much better.
Overall, the album has
an 80s feel to it, with tracks
like FutureSex/LoveSounds,
Pose and Summer Love. The
tracks are catchy and the ballads are oh so heart-warming.
If you like Justin, he won't
disappoint.
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"Pride of Baghdad" compels
Student
Art
Show
A photograhic look at the 2006 show
By David Lev

dlev@ups.edu

A&E Writer
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The spacious gallery proved to be perfect for the plethora of 3d entries.

By Mark Delbrueck
mdelbrueck@ups.edu

A&E Co-Editor
While I am only a sophomore here at UPS, one of the
events I always look forward
to is the student art show.
Not only do they continue
to amaze me with stunning
work, but they offer a fantastic opportunity to escape

the library scene, which becomes extremely redundant
and dullard at this time of the
semester. The current show
(which runs until the 13 of
this month) continues to uphold this tradition, with more
awesome work, and extremely creative presentations. Unfortunately I couldn't cover
all the pieces in the show, but
look for an elongated writeup in the future.

Brian K. Vaughn, acclaimed
writer for the comic series
"Y: The Last Man" and "Ex,
Machina," has done something a little different with
his latest project. Instead of a
prolonged series, he has done
a stand-alone one volume
graphic novel for DC Comic's Vertigo line (DC's division for stories that are not
typical superhero tales).
The graphic novel is called
"Pride of Baghdad" and was
drawn by the Canadian artist
Niko Hemichon. The story is
based on a real event: during
the U.S. bombing of Baghdad
in 2003, four lions escaped
from the Baghdad Zoo and
were discovered wandering the streets of Baghdad.
Vaughn takes that minor
news item and expands upon
it, telling the tale from the
point of view of the lions.
The four lions (adult male
Zill, elderly female Safa,
younger female Noor, and
Noor 's cub Ali) live in relative comfort at the zoo, although all except Safa long
for the wild and freedom —
Noor most of all. Suddenly,
they are freed when missiles
dropped on the zoo destroy
many of the cages, setting the
animals free. The lions escape
to wander around the almost
deserted Baghdad, trying to
figure out what to do next.
The characters of the four
lions are all very interesting
and unique. Of particular note.

ASUF'S F'HUIUSLIIVILLS/ MARK ULU:Wall(

Kristin Olson's "Tough as Nails" was by far the most engaging entry,
prompting questions such as "How...?" "What...?" and Why...?"

are the two females, Noor
and Safa, who differ greatly. Noor is younger and can
barely remember a life before
captivity. Nevertheless, she is
passionate about escaping the
zoo, which she thinks of as a
sort of prison. Her idealism
sometimes clouds her judgment of reality: we are first
introduced to her trying to
convince an antelope to help
her in a mutual escape plan,
only to be rebuffed by the
herbivore, who states coldly
"You've heard the one about
the scorpion and the frog,
right?"
Safa is an entirely different creature. Much older than
any of the other lions, she is
bitter and cynical about the
outside world. She can remember clearly what freedom in the wild means: in a
flashback she remembers being brutally raped by a pack
of young males, an encounter
in which she lost an eye. With
her the reader is introduced to
the concept that freedom can
be dangerous.
There is also a certain
amount of social commentary
on the War in Iraq and war in
general. The lions encounter
a turtle by the banks of the
Tigris, who can remember
back to the First World War.
When asked what the wars
are about, the turtle, whose
entire family was poisoned
by an oil leak during one of
the wars, bitterly responds
"It's about losing your wife,
your kids, every worthless
friend you've ever made..."
When armies fight, those in
the middle get hurt.

Henrichon's art complements Vaughn's stark writing.
All of the animals are drawn
incredibly realistically, but
with a sketchiness around the
edges that gives a sense of dynamism and movement. All
of the animals, especially the
lions, are anthropomorphized
somewhat so that they bear
recognizable emotions on
their faces, while still looking
like real animals. Each location the lions visit looks significantly different: the zoo
is arid and barren before the
bombing, and dusty and chaotic afterwards. The gardens
that the lions wander into are
a lush and beautiful, a relief
after the bombed-out zoo.
The empty streets of Baghdad are creepy and feel like
something is seriously wrong
(the only human that the lions
find is very, very dead). When
Noor wanders into what must
be a former pleasure palace
of Saddam's, the dark and the
dank sets up a sense of suspense: something is going to
go wrong, as it does.
"Pride of Baghdad" is a
wonderful short graphic
novel. It is quite an accomplishment for Vaughn and
Henrichon, with beautiful
art which humanizes its animal characters and yet makes
them still inherently animal,
many-layered and interesting
characters that the reader is
genuinely interested in, and a
subtle but potent social commentary. Pick it up if you see it.
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David Lev always thought
that Napoleon was a dick, and
that Martin the Warrior was
awesome.

UPS Discount
Take Shuttle Express
to the Airport and Save Money!

$32

per person
One-way rate to/fromSeaTac Airport
Fuel Surcharge not included

Convenient 24-Hour Pick-Up Locations:
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This piece by sculpture student Lisa Arnold demonstrates a strong use of con-

trasting positive and negative space, along with lively colors and textures.

Student Union
Wheelock Center
To get this special UPS Web Discount, go to

www.ShuttleExpress.com
and click on the Discounts and Deals link, then
go to the UPS Portal to make your reservation.
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Dramatic, contrasty lighting alog with stunning print work and presentation make
Gloria Treseder's pieces a personal favorite.
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Make end of year better than rest
By Khurzad Farzad
Resident Combat Zone
Bluto
Last year, Mother Nature
rocked our world with snow
the last official weekend of
the semester. Those last few
days of class, when everyone
was stressed, ready to kill anyone who disturbed their paper writing, Tacoma showed
some love. From the sky,
came the wonderful, orgasmic
white powder that ensnared
those from warmer climates
and gave us the strength to
keep on going and not commit seppuku. Unfortunately,
this year, the timing was off.
There was none of that mutual orgasm fairy tale business
going on now. Mother Nature
has already blown her load on
Tacoma, and it wasn't pretty.
Bitch smeared ice all over the
sidewalks, so that stressed
students could slip and eat
shit on them. It was like giving UPS an Orange Swirl.
(Editors note: There was an
explanation here, but due to
obscenity considerations, we
took it out. The Combat Zone
can curse, but they can't explain grotesque sex acts.)
So, left with blue balls, the
student population has now
soured, and we at the Combat
Zone have heard seditious talk
about protesting Midnight
Breakfast. Although by the
time this prints, that'll have
already happened. Hopefully

nobody got blitzed and did a You have to get all the Soul
swan dive from the loft onto you can manage to prove to
the crowd below. Anyways, daddy you really are his, even
we humbly suggest the fol- if it means brutally slaughterlowing as a way to de-stress, ing those phonies who call
and it won't be cheesy like themselves "your family"
the wacky de-stress fest (Al- and "your friends." While
though, they do offer free you may not want to listen to
massages. You don't know their cries, especially when
where their hands have been, they plague your nightmares,
but it'll still feel good any- you won't have to take that
ways).
Stats fiGet laid.
nal.
Mother Nature has alYou haven't
Go
managed
it ready blown her load on shopyet, or per- Tacoma, and it wasn't pret- ping.
haps you've ty. Bitch smeared ice all Y o u
need
been too busy,
but
nothing over the sidewalks, so that to buy
will clear your stressed students could slip presents
thoughts like and eat shit on them
for your
getting your
family,
groove
on.
if not for
ChristMake sure the
guy bundles his baggage and mas, then to justify the fact
the girl gets satisfied. Nothing that they shoveled out tons
angers the Combat Zone more of money for you to hate
than a girl being left wanting your classes, waste time
(Editors note: Historically, with friends and get incredthis isn't even remotely true). ibly drunk. You could supIf you can't find a willing par- I II rt your school and raid the
ticipant, masturbate yourself I 11 kstore, but you could just
raw with your own tears (Salt give them your textbooks.
in the wounds, oh God!).
They're still in their original
Get drunk. It's nicknamed packaging!
drinking period for a reason.
Hit up some hip social
We suggest picking up a case event. Concerts, movies,
of Rockstar from the Cellar, nightclubs, theatre, stand up
and a few handles of Jaeger, comedy, consoling your shatand then partying until you tered GPA with a bottle of
get on the plane home.
Thunderbird in an alley (If
Go crazy. You can't com- Thunderbird isn't your thing,
plete your finals if you're try some of the Green Death,
convinced you are the ille- or the Beast). Sure, Tacoma
gitimate son of James Brown. doesn't offer a burgeoning

social scene (Fish statues
count as culture?), but that's
nothing a few days in Seattle
can't cure ... hopefully (How
many times do we have to go
to Pike Place? What attracts
people there? Isn't there
somewhere more interesting
that doesn't smell like fish
guts?).
Sleep. Down a bottle of
Valium, a fifth of scotch and
watch the fireworks on the inside of your eyelids for a few
days.
Raid Regester. It's the
Nunnery, the Virgin Vault, the
Cherry Orchard, No Man's
Land, Lesbian Lair (Or as
the A&E department refers to
it, Slut House). There's also
some names we are forgetting, but regardless, storming
this formidable castle and establishing your dominance be
you male, female or hermaphrodite sounds like a great way
to cut loose.
You could get some hush
hush on the down low, and
make sure you don't hit the
TPD. You know what we're
saying?
If all else fails, study.

PHOTO COURTESY OF NICK KIEST

The Combat Zone hypothesizes
this is what would happen to you
if you decide not to follow our
advice. We know it's not pretty,
but we had to warn you. It's for
your own good.

Khurzad Farzad is a member
of an elite squad, dedicated to
ridding the world of the undead.
This is a particularly busy season for Khurzad, as it is easy
to mistake sleep deprived students, bleary-eyed from hours
of studying or essay writing in
the library for the undead. It
was therfore an act of self-preservation to share these tips with
you.

ATT1V: READER

Think you've got
what it takes to write
for the Combat Zone?
If so, submit an article as a word attachment to trail@ups.edu .
Each week the senior
staff will choose the
best, funniest, wittiest, combat zone lovin'
story to be featured
in that week's issue.
Who knows ... you just
might see your name in
print some day.

Disclaimer: The Combat Zone is a work of satire and does not reflect the views or opinions of The Trail, its staff or the administration. In fact, the Combat Zone doesn't really represent
the opinions of anyone. Please send complaints to trail@ups.edu .

3202 South 23rd Street
Tacoma, WA 98405
(253) 572-3817
NO APPOINTMENTS NECESSARY

WALK-INS WELCOME
Great Clips is located next to Top
foods in the Target Shopping Center.
Take Union Avenue south from UPS.

Open
Mon.-Fri.
13 .00
9-9
Dec. 24
Sat. 9-6
i∎ Great Clips for hair.
a Sun. 10-5
HAIRCUT

Style. Convenient. Experienced. All at a great price.

NOT VALID WITH OTHER
OFFERS. LIMIT ONE COUPON
PER CUSTER GOOD AT
PARTICIPATING LOCATIONS
OFFER EXPIRES

Great Clips
Great Haircuts. Every lime. Everywhere.
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Loggers open NWC play at 1-1

The 2006 NCAA Big Ten*
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Everything you could ever want to know

Conference looks to be a competitive battle
By Stephanie Hill-Parks

sparks@ups.edu
Sports Writer
Women's basketball had a
split weekend, winning Friday night's game but losing
Saturday night. The Loggers,
ranked 17th in the nation in
the D3 hoops poll, ended the
weekend with a record of 4-1
(1-1 Northwest Conference).
Friday night the Loggers began their NWC competition,
beating the Willamette University Bearcats 60-47. The
Loggers started off strong,
scoring 14 points to the Bearcats' three, giving themselves
an 11 point lead only six
minutes into the game. Leading by 18 points at one point
in the first half, the Loggers
went into halftime with a 16
point lead over Willamette
at 35-19. Junior Laura Hirsh
and sophomore Karen Chase
led the Loggers in scoring in
the first half with seven points
each.
Beginning the second half,
the Bearcats scored two unanswered baskets, only to be
matched by eight unanswered
points by Puget Sound. With
a little more than 12 minutes
left in the game, senior Jessica Roberts hit a three-pointer,
bringing the Loggers to a lead
of 20. The biggest lead of the
night was 21 points until an
unanswered nine points by
the Bearcats brought the lead
down to 12. Freshman Shawna McElroy hit a three-pointer
that put the Loggers back up
by 15, and the Bearcats never
got closer than 11 points to
the Loggers.
The Loggers shot 42.6 percent and out-rebounded Willamette 42-29. Puget Sound
had 14 assists, 11 steals and
15 turnovers in the game.
Chase led the team with 11
points and six rebounds while
Hirsh finished with eight
points, three assists and two
steals. Junior Morgan Harter
added seven points and an imHOCKEY
ments really get the adrenaline flowing," Starr said. "The
most most beautiful sound
I have ever heard was 300
rabid fans suddenly going
completely silent when we sscored to go ahead 7-6 late in
the tsecond game."
The team's latest adventure
was playing three games in a
row on Dec. 1, 2, and 3 against
some of the best teams in the
Pac 8 conference.
The team ended up dropping the first to ASU 11-4, but
they did play the Sun Devils
to a 3-3 tie in the final period.
"It was a dissappointing
loss, but we were pretty rusty
from a long Thanksgiving
break," Starr said.
In the WSU game, UPS
found themselves down 7-2
to start the third period, but
almost topple the Cougars as
McCabe came up with four
goals to pull the Loggers
within one. But no one could
put in the equalizer and UPS
was downed by one, 6-7.

ASUPS PHOTOSERVICES/HOLDEN SAPP

Sophomore Karen Chase shoots from the charity stripe against
George Fox. Chase led the team in points in both games.
pressive 10 rebounds, while
senior Brie Adderley also had
seven points and six boards.
Saturday night proved to be
a tougher task, as the Loggers
fell 50-58 to the George Fox
Bruins. Facing a 10-2 run by
the Bruins to begin the game,
the Loggers scored only six
points in the first 14 minutes
of the game. The Loggers had
a 6-2 run to decrease George
Fox's lead to nine, but the
Bruins quickly made it a 14
point lead. With two baskets
by sophomore Allison Craven before the half, the Bruins' lead became 28-19 at the
break.
Reminiscent of the first half,
the second half opened with a
7-0 run by the Bruins, giving
George Fox a 20 point lead.
The Loggers answered with
a 10-2 run, making the difference only 12 points. Next, the
Loggers had another big run
of 10-3, putting them within
six of the Bruins. With over a
minute left in the game, senior
Shelby Ramirez hit a threepointer that gave the Loggers
a chance. But with two Puget
Sound turnovers the Bruins
took the win.
The Loggers shot 31.1 percent for the game, with only
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 14
Starr asked me not to mention the team's last game
against Walla Walla. Why?
"Because it was at 7 a.m.,"
Starr said.
Say what you want about
these fun-loving hockey players' antics, these guys really
get it when it comes to understanding why we play sports.
"Everyone on this team has
grown up with hockey, we've
been playing as long as any of
us can remeber," Starr said.
"It's been very rewarding
bringing hockey to an audience that has for the most part
never been expose to it.
While their season might be
over, these are some amazing
athletes. Not necessarily because of their ability, but because of the way they honor
their sport. Even if you don't
know much about hockey you
can appreciate this bunch.
"Come watch us next October," Starr said. "We'll make
you love hockey."
Will Holden is scared of hockey.

ished the year with four teams
in the top 12 of the BCS (five
in the top 17). South Carolina, a very talented team (and
extremely well coached), finMichigan does not be- ished the year 2-5 in conferlong in the national title game. ence. That is a sign of depth,
Michigan is the second-best not poor play.
team in the nation (and, I ar3.14. Brady Quinn will
gue, the best — I think they lead the Raiders to a 6-10
would beat Ohio State at record next year, in spite of
a neutral site or in the Big Art Shell's best efforts. I hate
House) but they do not belong Notre Dame; they are the
in the national title game. Yankees of college football.
They did not win their confer- You know that George Steinence title. Florida did. Until brenner would leave the Eastwe get a playoff and force the ern Division if he could, and
best teams to earn their way schedule teams like Hartford
to the title game, I think only and Richmond, if Bud Selig
conference champions should would let him, and they would
be allowed to play for the na- claim that they were natural
tional title. I do recognize that rivals, who had been playing
this hasn't been a rule in the for years, so they shouldn't
past (Nebraska in 2002) but change tradition. And then he
I think the BCS should adopt
would whine
it.
when they
The
weren't inSEC is the
vited to the
best football
postseason,
conference
but would
... this year.
expect to
It absolutely
get a bye to
devastates me
the second
to say this,
round. But
but the SEC
I
digress.
is better, top
Quinn
is
bottom,
to
good. Very
than anyone
good. He
else. I would
can throw, is
put up the
a good leadCOURTESY OF GOOGLE IMAGES
top three in
er and he
the Big Ten* Notre Dame QB Brady Quinn
likes the at(Ohio State,
tention that
Michigan, Wisconsin) against comes with being a premiere
the best team in any other quarterback. I said years
conference (I think Wiscon- ago I would trade down so I
sin would best Florida, Okla- wouldn't draft Michael Vick,
homa, or USC at least 50 per- but I would definitely trade up
cent of the time), and I think for Quinn. I would sign him
the Buckeyes and the Wolver- to Manningesque deal. And I
ines would beat anyone else would go to the playoffs for
85 percent of the time. The 10 straight years.
problem is that the bottom
n. College football should
of the SEC is so good, while not have a playoff. I know, I
the bottom of the Pac-10, Big know, all you longtime readers
Ten, Big 12 and the Big East (all one of them, my cat, who
is horrible (the ACC is just does his duty on the paper)
bad from top to bottom; I like will claim that I used to argue
watching Wake Forest play, rather ardently for a playoff.
a nod to a great coaching job Well, I've changed my mind
by Jim Grobe, but that is not
SEE BIG TEN PAGE 15
a top 10 team). The SEC fin-

By Matt Stevens
mrstevens@ups.edu
Former Trail Beer Expert

five assists, and were out-rebounded by the Bruins 42-37.
Chase led the team with 14
points and 10 rebounds, while
Craven ended with 10 points
and Ramirez ended with nine.
Hirsh added six points and five
rebounds for the Loggers.
The Loggers are not dwelling on the loss. Instead they
are getting ready for the rest
of the season.
"George Fox came out really hard on Saturday night
and they played well," Hirsh
said. "It's not easy to have a
loss on our home court, but
we are moving forward and
just really focusing on our upcoming game now."
The Loggers traveled to
Olympia to face Evergreen
State on Wednesday evening.
Results were not available at
press time.
Next up for the Loggers is
the Puget Sound Winter Classic held at Memorial Fieldhouse on Dec. 16 th and 17th.
"We are looking to get right
back on track with our goals,"
Hirsh said. "We've brought in
five new players, and we are
all just excited to see what we
can accomplish together this
year."
Stephanie HP is a computer.
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Men's and women's swimming
teams use invitational to bond
By Jess Columbo
jcolumbo@ups.edu

Sports Writer
On Dec. 1 and 2 the Logger
swimmers had a solid showing in the Huskie Invitational
and Northwest Invitational,
despite stiff competition and
a small number of swimmers.
Fewer than 20 UPS men and
women swam Friday at the
Weyerhaeuser King County
Aquatics Center in Federal
Way in the Huskie Invitational hosted by the University of Washington. At one of
the largest meets in the state,
club teams as well as Division I college teams competed. All were required to meet
strict time standards in order
to attend.
With only six women and
six men representing the UPS
team, it was difficult to place
well, but the Loggers' morale
remained high. Team bonding
was a plus, as the swimmers
raced and watched events
together for as many as 10
hours a day. The Northwest
Invitational during the same
weekend was also taxing on
the swimmers.
When asked about the intensity of the weekend, junior Codie Ierien said, "We
swim more relays than normal at the invitationals, and
the meets were longer than
the dual meets (against one
or two teams) we have during. the • yeas; rwhigth- usually
only last about two hours,
but these were the last meets
of the season, so we were all
mentally prepared to swim
our hardest."
The Loggers have trained
hard this season, practicing
up to eight times a week,
often in the early morning.
Coach Chris Myhre encourages each swimmer to be in
his or her "ideal performance
state," eating right and getting plenty of sleep before
big meets. Last weekend's

ASUPS PHOTOSERVICES/SAM ARMOCIDO

Motivation from teammates propels swimmers in Federal Way.
invitationals were no different.
"Most of our team is a
pretty big fan of Journey, so
we always rock out with our
i-Pods before races to get
psyched to swim fast," Ierien
said.
But what will winter break
do to the Logger team's strict
training regime? Swimmers
are encouraged to swim on
their own, of course, on club
teams and as individuals.
The team also attends a twoweek training trip near the
end of break, where preparation and practice are extra
intense. The Loggers swim
four to five hours every day
during this retreat, as well as
lifting three times a week.
The UPS women are looking to win their 11th consecutive conference title this year,
and the men look to improve
upon their second place
standing.
"We're training hard to
push through and be strong
until the end," Ierien said.
Jess Columbo drank a whole
swimming pool. Needless to
say, she puked.

DelBrocco's
Pizza, Steak and Hoagie
253.756.7445
3908 6th Ave (Corner of 6th and Proctor)
"East Coast Style"
Specializing in Authentic Philly Steaks, Hoagies, Grinders,
Appetizers, Strombolis, Calzones and New York Style Pizza

10% discount for
students with IDs
(Pick-up only)

Hours
Mon.-Thurs. I lam-8pm
Fri. 1 lam-10pm
Sat. l2pm-lOpm
Sun. pre-ordered catering only

Free Delivery for orders over $15.00
Buy 2
$8.99
$2.00 off
sandwiches $2.00 off
Stromboli or Lunch Special
Large Sandwich,
get 1 Free Large Pizza
Calzone
Fries & 20oz Drink

double meat extra

Coupons must be mentioned when ordering and must be presented at counter or to
driver to receive discount. Coupons cannot be combined with any other discount.

MEN'S BASKETBALL
total of 131 points scored.
After close to three hours of
play, foul trouble caught up
with both teams, but strong
plays from the reserves for
UPS, including seven points
in the third overtime from
sophomore guard Jordan
Thurston, allowed the Loggers to pull ahead by three for
the 140-137 win.
The foul trouble also made
the record books. In addition
to breaking the 1971-1972
record of 136 points scored in
a game, the Loggers chalked
up 40 personal fouls, six more
than the previous record set
against Linfield during the
2001-2002 season.
Sophomore forward Jason
Foster explained how the deep
roster helped the Loggers pull
out the win against the Bearcats.
"We brought in other guards

CONTINUED FROM PAGE

like Jordan [Thurston] who
could perform at a high level,"
Foster said. Foster also noted
the fact that the Loggers' fitness level was evident as "the
other team started to tire out.
Willamette is always a challenge in conference, but we
never lost the will to win."
Seven Logger players
scored in the double-digits in
the win: Krauel with 29, sophomore guard Antwan Williams with 20, DeLong with
19, Wood with 17, Foster with
16 and junior guards Taylor
Marsh and Curtis Medved
with 14 each.
DeLong, Foster, Marsh and
Krauel returned with their
high scoring games the following day against the visiting George Fox Bruins; each
scored in the double-digits
once again. The Loggers led
by as much as 12 points in

BIG TEN
and come to my senses. The
current system is quite flawed
(the fact that Michigan can't
play Ohio State on a neutral
field) but I cannot support
a full-blown playoff system
like those I used to advocate.
It would severely damage one
of the great institutions of college sports: bowl weeks. At
the end of the season, all the
college football teams over
.500 visit a city in the south
and play football. The entire
week prior to the game, the
team is in the city, hanging
out. They are visiting area
children's hospitals. They are
raising money for area nonprofit foundations. Visiting
fans are spending money at
hotels, restaurants and shopping centers. After the bowl
game, the schools take home
a large percentage of the profits (each conference receives
a hefty share, which they split
up among the other conference
members). For a BCS game,
that might finance the entire
athletic department for the
next year. For a small school,
just getting into a bowl game
might cover the entire athletic
department. The fringe bowl
games are great for football. I
think a playoff system does severely hurt them, to the point
where we don't have an Independence Bowl or a Poinsettia Bowl. Some talking heads
(Craig James, I'm looking at
you) might claim "so what?"
but they aren't there for all the
good that a bowl game does
not only to the people of that
particular city, but to the students who partake.
No, I don't have a solution
to the massive foul-up that
we have right now, but I think
destroying the extensive bowl
system would do more harm
to college football (and nonmoney earning sports) then
a playoff system would help.
A playoff will help the top
ten teams every year, but hurt
those 11-60 ranked teams.
Quint. Don't count out
Florida. Actually, you can.
They don't have much of a
chance. Ohio State is really
good, extremely well coached
and has an extremely talented
group of core players. They
have all the key ingredients.
Florida did win the most talented conference, but not by

16

the first half, but the Bruins
closed the lead down to only
three going into halftime.
UPS found their groove in the
second half, however, keeping more than a 10 point lead
for most of the half. The Loggers reached a high point during the night after Krauel converted a free-throw to give the
Loggers a 17 point lead. They
eventually took the game 9279.
The Loggers will take on
the Puget Sound Christian
Anchors on Dec. 6 for the final home game of 2006.
UPS will be traveling to
southern California to play La
Verne, Whittier and Chapman
during the winter vacation.
They return to the Memorial Fieldhouse Jan. 19 with
a game against the Lewis and
Clark Pioneers.
Rachel Gross breaks records.

14
his players will start playing
next year and they will start
winning a lot more games.
They were so close to making
it to a bowl game, even after
they lost their quarterback.
Have faith UW fans.
Baker's half-dozen. Why
is that bakers are so inept at
counting, except at the till? In
the Fiesta Bowl (nasty chips
to not get their sponsorships
mentioned), Boise State will
defeat Oklahoma by a score
of 41-10. I arrived at that
entirely logical score by the
following: BSU defeated
Oregon State 42-14 (a point
differential of 28), Oregon
State defeated Oregon 30-28
(two points) and Oregon defeated Oklahoma 34-33 (one
point) thus, Boise State is
clearly a 31-point-better team
than Oklahoma. Kidding and
thoroughly circular logic
aside, I do think the Sooners
will fall to the Broncos of the
Blue Turf. (An aside here,
shouldn't we call them the
"Broncos of the Blue Turf"
all the time? I think it shows
a level of respect that only
Rutgers gets when we call
them "The State University
of New Jersey." Think about
it, it almost makes sense.) The
Broncos have a better quarterback in three-year starter
Jared Zabransky vs. former
receiver Paul Thompson, a
better tailback in Superman
in football pads (Ian Johnson)
vs. an often hurt Adrian Peterson and a better defense. And
they will want it a lot more,
this being their first attempt to
get a BCS win, and an undefeated season.
Ian Johnson, the tailback
from Boise State, is a stud.
He played one week after suffering a collapsed lung in the
previous game. I want that
man on my team.
Square-root of 49. Alaskan
Winter Ale. A fantastic semilocal beer. The beer is full,
sweet and has just a spritzing
of a cool aftertaste, which it
claims to be spruce tips. It's
certainly better than that snargle-gargel stuff I had at your
last party.
CONTINUED FROM PAGE

themselves. They had a couple games handed to them,
even as they tried to give it
away. (Did anyone else see
Chris Leak throw that shovel
pass directly into the defensive tackle's stomach?) They
are a very talented team (this
team is Ron Zook's great senior class, led by Leak) but
they make way too many mistakes. Like the rest of the SEC
teams, they often make re-

COURTESY OF GOOGLE IMAGES

Boise State tailback Ian Johnson

ally bonehead plays at which
viewers, coaches and even
the players can only shake
their heads. LSU is probably
the most talented team in the
nation, but for all that physical talent, they throw stupid
interceptions, commit dumb
penalties or, in critical situations, totally foul up pass coverages. I don't know if it is
poor coaching, but the SEC
teams do their best to prove
they don't belong with the
best week in and week out.
Half-dozen. Tyrone Willingham will do more for UW
football then Lorenzo Romar
will do for UW basketball.
Willingham is a great coach,
and he is prepared to finish
out his days at UW, bringing
the school back to the Don
James era of good football,
and spectacular student-athletes. Willingham has a better
chance to win a national title
then Romar because UW used
to be a football school and
fathers will once again begin
directing their sons to UW.
Romar will always be that one
recruit that escaped to UCLA
or UNC short of being a top
*Ten, as with all major athletic
five team. Washington is a tal- conferences, is an arbitrary number.
ented football state, and WillMatt Stevens believes coningham can recruit anywhere.
suming Alaskan Winter Ale
His system is now installed,
helps to undertsand the BCS.
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UPS overcomes early conference heat Where UPS will be during break
Points, fouls abound as Loggers set records and rise to
By Rachel Gross

rgross@ups.edu
Sports Writer
The 22nd ranked Logger
men's basketball team went 20 in a record-breaking weekend of Northwest Conference
play. The team set a record
high for points scored in the
three hour 140-137 triple
overtime thriller against the
Willamette Bearcats on Dec.
1. In the wake of Friday's effort, the Loggers also sailed
past the George Fox Bruins
92-79 on Dec. 2.
Against the Bearcats, the
Loggers drew on a deep roster and preseason physical
preparation to get through the
three-hour match. The Loggers fought back from a Willamette seven point lead early
in the first half to retake the
lead with seven minutes remaining in the half. The lead

2-0

in NWC

traded hands
several times
before junior
guard Ryan
DeLong broke
free for a layup to give the
Loggers a
58-57 advantage before
the break. The
seesaw continued in the second half, and
ASUPS PHOTOSERVICES/HOLDEN SAPP
the
though
Guard
Jordan
Thurston
had 7 points in OB.
Loggers held
an eight-point
lead at one point, Willamette in the game. In the first overtied the game for the 17th time, junior forward Weston
time at 108 apiece three sec- Wood tipped the ball in with
onds before the end of regula- 15 seconds remaining on the
clock to tie the game at 121. In
tion play.
Despite strong play in the the second overtime, the Logfirst and second overtimes, gers came back after losing
UPS had to come from be- an early lead with a shot from
hind both times for the tie sophomore forward Robert
with only seconds remaining Krauel to tie the game with a
on the clock in order to stay SEE BASKETBALL PAGE 15
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Sophomore forward James
Pinkney drives to the basket.
Pinkney has played well in his
reserve role this season.

Sophomore guard Allison Cra- A men's swimmer gives it his
ven sets up a play during the all. The teams swam at the
action against George Fox on Division I Huskie Invitational in
Federal Way on Dec. 1-3.
Dec. 2.

Off the Bench

Best from a controversial semester

By Tony Schwartz

tschwartz@ups.edu
Sports Columnist

It's been an eventful semester in Off the Bench's inaugural year. We as a sports
section hope you've enjoyed
it and we are always open to
comments. Here are some of
the sports editors' favorite
moments Tony has provided
us with thus far:
Tony Schwartz: Which
teammate gets the vote for
looking the best in spandex
shorts?
UPS volleyball's Monica
Groves: Oh gosh. That's a
toughie. I don't know if I can
say that. We all kind of look
good in spandex.
TS: You are such a team
player. You could say yourself.
MG: Okay, I look good in
spandex. **

BJ: Picture this: About a
thousand pounds of mass all
tangled up; arms, legs, teeth,
claws; Bucky's rocking his
mohawk; and somewhere in
there is a football.

With the controversy surrounding the UPS volleyball
team's display of school spirit at home football games,
does anyone else find it a bit
hypocritical that Sigma Chi
was able to paint their bodies
and run around half-naked at
the Homecoming game?
Don't get me wrong, I understand topless body-painted men and football pretty
much go hand in hand. I'd
do it too if I wasn't fat. I support it, but I'm all for letting
the girls do their thing too.

TS: If you had four people dead or alive you could
invite to eat dinner with, who
would it be?
UPS hockey's Brett Woods:
TS: Describe playing down Bobby On, Wayne Gretzky,
in the trenches.
Patrick Roy and Gandhi.
UPS football's Beau JacobTS: Do you think Gandhi
son: Do you really want to would be a good hockey
know? Sometimes it gets player?
messy down there.
BW: Hell no! I just can't
TS: Like kicking and think of anyone who'd feel
punching messy?
more awkward having dinner
BJ: Worse.
with four hockey players.
**
TS: Scare me then.

TS: Hey, Matt, I'd like to
get a rugby team member
interviewed for my column.
How would you like to do
it?
UPS rugby's Matt Maze:
Well, I don't think the curse
would really apply. We are
already pretty bad without it.
**
Reader Question: "Who
has the whitest moves on
the basketball team? Who is
most likely to try to dunk this
year and get rejected by the
rim like the Sprite commercial?"
Anonymous White Basketball Player: "B. Rice got the
whitest moves and Pinkney's
the most likely to get Sprited."
Anonymous Black Basketball Player: "Definitely B.
Rice. He probably got rejected by one of those FisherPrice rims growing up too."
**
This column is a work of
satire, so don't take it seriously or be offended. If you
are easily offended, then stop
reading right now and transfer to PLU. You'll fit in nicely
and PLU parents will accept
you with open arms!
Tony Schwartz is on of thousands with"Wii Tendinitis,"the
first gaming system epidemic.

Women's Basketball
Dec. 16 vs. Coe
Dec. 20 at Warner Pacific
Dec. 28 at Calvin
Dec. 29 at Albion
Jan. 3 at PLU
Jan. 6 at Pacific
Jan. 12 at Whitworth
Jan. 13 at Whitman

Men's Basketball

Dec. 18 vs. Whittier
Dec. 21 at Chapman
Dec. 29 vs. Simon Fraser
Jan. 3 at PLU
Jan. 6 at Pacific
Jan. 12 at Whitworth
Jan. 13 at Whitman

Swimming
Jan. 6 Logger Classic
Jan. 13 at Lewis and Clark

Dec. 16 at La Verne

UPS hockey understands
embodies purity of sports
to play hockey can join our
team even if they have no priwholden@ups.edu
or hockey experience. AnothSports Editor
er disadvantage is that other
teams charge $2,000 a player
UPS hockey is a club sport, or more and as a result have
it almost didn't exist this year, more practice time, better
the team plays their home equipment and more games.
games all the way across town Here we try to keep the club
in Parkland, and the team may low-key and affordable."
be one of the best representaIt would also be hard to find
tions of the purity of the won- a group on campus quite as
derful world of sports on the dynamic as this team.
UPS campus.
"We're kind of an ecletic
The colorful members of bunch with a lot of parts from
this team don't play because different places on the unithey're being paid or reciev- versity and beyond, but we
ing a scholarship, they don't all play hockey so we share
play because they want the the common bond of missing
reputation of a big-shot ath- brain cells," Starr said.
lete, they don't even necessar"We've had a lot of fun inily live to win. They lace up cluding the trip to Vancouver
their skates because it may be a couple of years ago, and
their last chance to participate I'm sure some of us are probin a game they love.
ably still banned from Bos"This is really the last time man's Hotel," Starr joked.
we'll play hockey seriously "Its too bad the season ended
for the rest of our lives," sen- so quickly; we only had one
ior captain Brain Starr said. chance to bring our coach to a
"We would love to win every UPS party to hit on freshman
game, but the focus is more girls."
on enjoying the sport and enWith members such as Nick
tertaining our
"Storytime"
fans."
Martens, George
The team has
"Spooner" Lyexisted for just
ons, Emily "Zutwo and a half
Zoo" McLaughyears and has
lin, and a former
undergone a
D1 army hockey
coaching change
player Marshall
in every one of
"The Sherriff '
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them. However,
McCabe, it's
this year's staff, Senior captain Brian Starr easy to see why
which includes
this bunch has
head coach Larry Robillard fun off the ice, but it's also
and assitant coaches Keith and quite amazing at how well
Jessica Nelson, has been one they compete and play toof the best the program has gether on the ice.
seen. They've created a new
McCabe scored an incredwebsite at www.upshockey. ible 32 points this year in
corn, improved the team's or- just eight games played and
ganization and dedication and four goals in 10 minutes in
have showed a commitment the team's 7-6 loss to WSU
to the team's future by doing on Dec. 2. The team traveled
such things as founding the to a hostile environment
Rainier Cup, with committed in Spokane to play a tough
teams in Arizona, California, Gonzaga team and finished
Oregon, and Washington, to hard and strong earning two
be held next season.
victories despite being the
"They did an especially im- brunt of fan rowdiness.
pressive job considering they
"Those Gonzaga games
hadn't coached before," Starr were the most memorable
said. "With them in charge, moments of this year because
the team's future is bright."
their stands are right on top of
The team is a unique one the team benches with only a
in a league that contains a chain link fence for separamajority of NCAA division tion," Starr said. "They had a
I schools like the UW, OU, `drunk bus' for their fans and
ASU, WSU and UCLA.
their players definitely fed off
We are at a huge disadvan- the hyped up crowd."
tage competing against big
While it might be easy to
schools and our opponents al- see this as an undesirable spot
ways underestimate us at first for most normal athletes, Starr
and with good reason," Stan and the Loggers relished it.
said. "UW has 50 plus kids
"Those kinds of environtry out for their team every
year. Here anyone who wants
SEE HOCKEY PAGE 14
By Will Holden

